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I.
De door B.Y. Tsauer e.a. voorgestelde methode om door
middel van ionenbeschieting opgedampte metaallagen te
doen mengen met een silicium substraat, kan ook gebruikt worden om amorfe metaallegeringen te maken die
tot nu toe zeer moeilijk of niet te produceren zijn.
B.Y. Tsauer, Z.L. Liau en J.W. Mayer 1979 Appl.
Phys.Lett. 34 168.
II.
De werkzame doorsnede voor de reactie Cs + 02 -*- C s + + 02
vertoont oscillaties als functie van de snelheid tengevolge van de snelle vibratie van het O2". Het is te
verwachten dat deze vibraties ook oscillaties in de
differentiële werkzame doorsnede voor deze reactie
zullen veroorzaken.
A.W. Kleyn, M.M. Hubers en J. Los 1978 Chem.Phys.
34_ 55.
III.
De bewering van Luz e.a. dat de afwijking tussen theorie en experiment voor K-schil gatenproductie in
J
lichte systemen
verklaard zou kunnen

'2 i
worden door een niet statistische verdeling van de
vacatures in de 2p-schil is onjuist.
N. Luz, S. Sackman en H.O. Lutz 1979 J.Phys.B 12:
Atom.Molec.Phys. 1973.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1.
IV.

Er is geen reden om aan te nemen dat tijdens de oxidatie van nikkel via eilandengroei, de dikte van deze
eilanden vanaf het bagin gelijk is aan de verzadigingsdikte van twee monolagen.
P.H. Holloway en J.B. Hudson 1974 Surface Science
43 123.
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v.
Men kan slechts uniforme pn-overgangen in silicium
verkrijgen met behulp van ionen-implantatie en
annealing door een gepulste vaste stof laser indien
men het preparaat meerdere malen bestraalt.
VI.
De suggestie van Baraff e.a. dat in p-type silicium
de concentratie van dubbel positief geladen vacatures
hoger is dan die van neutrale of enkelvoudig geladen
vacatures, zou onderzocht kunnen worden door de temperatuur afhankelijkheid van de verplaatsing van onzuiverheidsatomen ten gevolge van ionenbombardement
te meten met behulp van Rutherford terugstrooiing en
channeling (zie Wiggers e.a.).
C A . Baraff, E.O. Kane en M. Schlütter 1979 Phvs.
Rev.Lett. 42 956.
L.W. Wiggers en F.W. Saris 1979 Radiation Effects
41_ 149.
VII.
De bewering van Husinsky e.a. dat het energiespectrum
van gesputterde neutrale atomen verklaard kan worden
door aan te nemen dat deze atomen bij het verlaten
van de vaste stof een bolvormige potentiaalbarrière
zien is onjuist.
W. Husinsky, R. Bruckmüller en P. Blum, VIII Int.
Conf.on Atomic Coll.in Solids, Hamilton 1979 pp.
V
170.
VIII.
De bewering van Frenkel en McTague dat de overgang
van de vaste naar de vloeibare fase in een twee-dimensionaal systeem gepaard gaat met tweede orde faseovergangen is onjuist.
D. Frenkel en J.P. McTague 1979 Phys.Rev.Lett.
42 1632.
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IX.
De afwijking tussen de metingen van Gilbody e.a. en
Cacak e.a.,van de totale werkzame doorsnede voor
ionisatie in Ne -Ne botsingen, zou verklaard kunnen
worden doordat Cacak e.a. de gemeten electronen
spectra niet gecorrigeerd hebben voor Doppler effecten .
" -R.K. Cacak en T. Jorgenson 1970 Phys.Rev. A 2_ 1322.
~'~ H.B. Gilbody, J.B.7 Hasted, J.V. Ireland, A.R. Lee,
E.W. Thomas en As.S. Whiteman 1963 Proc.Roy.Soc.
(London) A 274 40.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.
X.
Het is zinvol om de drievoudig differentiële werkzame
doorsnede voor ionisatie verkregen in een (e, 2e)
experiment te vermenigvuldigen met K^ en uit te zetten tegen K, waarbij K de impulsoverdracht is van het
projectiel aan het atomaire electron.
B. van Wingerden, J.T. Kimman, B. Piraux, C.J.
Joachain en F.J. de Heer, Xlth int.Conf.on the
Phys.of Elec.and Atomic Coll. (ICPEAC) Kyoto 1979,
p.208.
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INTRODUCTION
1. HISTORICAL SURVEY
In the beginning of this century only a limited number of
experiments existed in the field of inner-shell ionization
by ion-atom collisions. This was mainly due to the absence
of accelerators and experiments could be performed only by
using particles emitted from radioactive sources. This limited the experiments to light projectiles such as alpha
particles. The mechanism for the production of inner-shell
vacancies by fast light particles like electrons, protons and
alpha particles was investigated first. The production of the
inner-shell vacancies by such fast light particles is due to
the Coulomb interaction between the electric field of the
projectile and the atomic electrons.
In 1925 an important discovery was made by Auger (1925).
He found that inner-shell vacancies could decay by X-ray
emission as well as by emission of characteristic electrons.
The two processes compete with each other, for light atoms
(Z ~ 10) the overwhelming amount of the vacancies decay by
Auger emission, for heavy atoms (Z > 50) the X-ray emission
dominates. In order to compare theory with experiment the
fraction of the inner-shell vacancies which decay either by
X-rays or by electron emission must be known.
Around 1930 it became possible to apply quantum mechanics
to fast ion-atom collisions and to decay probabilities. For
the first time reliable calculations could be performed on
the Auger and X-ray yields, as well as to the inner-shell
ionization process itself. Several reliable models exist
nowadays, most are based on time dependent perturbation theory, one is based on classical mechanics. Examples of the
former models are the Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA)
(see for instance Merzbacher and Lewis, 1958) and the Semi
Classical Approximation (SCA) (Bang and Hansteen, 1959). The
agreement between theory and experiment is very good. For a
review of these models see Madison and Merzbacher (1975).
The classical approach is based on the cross section for
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Rutherford scattering and is called Binary Encounter Approximation (BEA) (see Garcia, 1970). Generally the inner-shell
ionization is extremely dependent on the binding energy for
that inner-shell and on the projectile velocity.
Around 1930 the first accelerators became available and
heavy ions could be accelerated. The results were astonishing. Cross sections for inner-shell vacancy production were

?;•••-.

many orders of magnitude larger than those for alpha-particles with comparable velocities. Very soon it became clear
that these results could not be explained by the simple atomic picture of the PWBA. A new approach was needed to explain
these large cross sections. It was noted already by Beek
(1930), Weizel and Beek (1932) and by Coates (1934) that this
high vacancy production could be caused by interactions in a
quasi-molecule which is formed when the atomic electron clouds
overlap. However, at the same time spect

ular discoveries

were made in nuclear physics and most physicists involved in
inner-shell ionization switched over to nuclear physics. It
would last for about 30 years until interest in inner-shell
ionization

arose again. This was mainly due to the pioneer-

ing work of Afrosimov and Fedorenko (1957) and by Everhardt
and coworkers (see Morgan and Everhardt 1962) .- In these experiments inelastically scattered particles were measured.
Rather large energy losses were observed at relatively large
internuclear distances. These inelastic energy losses were
interpreted by Fano and Lichten (1965) to be due to innershell ionization. The large ionization probabilities were assumed to be related to the molecular character of the collision. They noticed that the velocities of the inner-shell
electrons were much higher than the projectile velocity. Under such conditions the electrons can adjust to the slowly
varying nuclear fields and atomic states will merge into molecular states. The transient system is then described by a
diatomic molecule of which the iriternuclear distance varies
during the collision. The bonding or anti-bonding character
of the molecular states causes demotion or promotion of the
orbitals and promoted states correlated to inner-shells may
cross demoted MO's correlated to empty outer orbitals. Near

J
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these crossings with empty states, transitions between these
states may be induced by the nuclear motion. Therefore large
ionization probabilities can exist at relatively large internuclear distances and thus very large cross sections are predicted.
Since that time the molecular model has provided a sound
basis for the explanation of inner-shell vacancy production.
It has proved to be very successful in predicting the levels
in which the vacancies were produced. In some cases even
quantitative agreement exists between theory and experiment.
However, calculations are difficult and hard to perform and
for the bulk of the data only qualitative arguments can be
made.
A short introduction of the molecular electronic structure
is given in the next section and will be followed by a discussion of the forces which cause the inner-shell vacancy production in these heavy ion-atom collisions. Some typical examples
relevant for the work done in this thesis are discussed.

2. BASIC THEORY
Following the suggestion from Fano and Lichten, the innershell vacancy production in heavy ion-atom collisions must be
described in a molecular framework. A short and therefore incomplete introduction to this model will be given below. For
a more extensive description see the excellent review articles
by Kessel and Fastrup (1974), Garcia et al. (.1973) and Briggs
(1976).

2.1. Electronic structure
For projectile velocities which are low compared to those
of the orbiting electrons it is allowed to use the well known
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This approximation involves
the separation of the fast subsystem (i.e. the electrons) from
the slow one (i.e. the nuclei). Mathematically the nuclear
coordinate R is separated from the electronic coordinates r.
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The t o t a l Hamiltonian can now be s p l i t in two p a r t s :
(1)

where T R is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and H e is the
electronic Hamiltonian containing operators from the electron
kinetic energy, the electron-nucleus, electron-electron and
nucleus-nucleus interaction. In the B-0 approximation the molecular wavefunctions can be calculated by neglecting the term
T n in (1), i.e. the calculations are performed by freezing the
system at fixed internuclear distances R. The electronic wavefunctions obtained this way do not depend in a dynamical way
on R, but rather depend parametrically on R. The molecular
states can be obtained from the stationary Schrodinger equation:
H e (r,R)

: R) = E n ( R )

: R)

(2)

The eigenf unctions 4>n(r : R) are the socalled adiabatic wavefunctions. The eigenvalues E n (R) are called adiabatic electronic terms of the molecular system. The adiabatic electronic
terms exhibit avoided curve crossings, i.e. terms E_(R) and
E (R) are not allowed to cross unless the symmetry of states
n and m is different. The occurrence of avoided crossings is
typical for the adiabatic basis set {<J> (r : R)} (see for instance O'Malley 1971). These avoided crossings have great significance when the nuclei are not considered to be at rest.
This will be illustrated with the aid of fig. 1. When two
adiabatic states of the same symmetry approach each other
around R they will repel each other. This causes a large and
sudden change in the distribution of the electrons. When the
two nuclei move very slowly, there is time for the electrons
to adjust to this rapid change and the system will continue on
the adiabatic state (the full curves in fig. 1 ) . When however,
the velocity is increased the electrons cannot adjust anymore,
i.e. the B-0 approximation breaks down. The system will continue on the dashed line in fig. 1. For intermediate velocities
both the full curves (adiabatic) and the dashed curves (diabatic) are partially populated. Thus under dynamic conditions the
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adiabatic states can be a very poor representation of the system and the dashed curves, the diabatic states, actually describe the time evolution of the system. One of the properties
of these diabatic states is that levels with the same symmetry
are allowed to cross. However, the construction of the diabatic states is problematic and much progress has to be made.
From the discussion above it follows that the velocity of
the projectile determines whether an adiabatic or diabatic
basis set is best. With the aid of eq. (2) so-called correlation
diagrams can be calculated, which will be discussed in the
next section.

"c
si

cr
LJ
z
u

o
3
z
5
R(arb. units)
9- 1 - Schematic plot of an avoided crossing. Full curve:
adiabatic; dashed curve: diabatic.

2.2. Correlation diagram
In order to understand inner-shell vacancy production in
heavy ion-atom collisions a knowledge of the electronic structure of the quasi-molecule must exist. In principle the states
can be calculated with the aid of eq. (2). However, in this
equation no simplifications are made and the equation is
therefore hard to handle. One important approximation that
can be made is to neglect the electron-electron interaction.

- 15 -

This is a fair approximation because the inner-electrons feel
the field of the nuclei much more strongly than

that of the

other electrons. The effect of the other electrons is felt only by their screening of the nuclear charges which changes the
binding energy of the electrons. The many-electron problem is
now reduced to a one-electroa problem and one-electron molecular orbitals (MO's) can be used.
In the one electron picture the binding energies of the separate electrons can be plotted as function of the internuclear distance R. These binding energies can be obtained from
the electronic terms E n (R) by omitting the Coulomb interaction
between the nuclei in eq. (2). Such a plot results in a socalled correlation diagram. In fig. 2a) a correlation diagram
is presented for the system Ne-Ne (Eichler et al. 1975). This
diagram is calculated in the adiabatic limit, so avoided crossings do occur.
It is possible to divide the internuclear range in three
parts. When the distance between the colliding atoms is very
large (R ~ °°) , there is hardly any interaction between the
atoms. The electronic states and the corresponding binding
energies are simply those from the levels in the separated
atoms. However, when the two atoms approach each other, the
atomic electron clouds start to overlap. Hence the new electronic states are formed by linear combination of the atomic
wavefunctions and the formation of molecular states results.
When the internuclear distance is very small compared to the
radii of the atomic shells, again atomic structure is achieved.
Then the electrons feel the force of the combined nucleus,
i.e. in the Ne-Ne system they will finally approach the electronic states of the calcium atom. This limit is called the
united-atom limit. The creation of the quasi-molecular states
leads to some new phenomena. Electrons can have higher principal quantum numbers in the united atom limit than in the
separated atom limit. This is called promotion. It will be
shown later that this promotion leads to the enhanced innershell ionization cross sections in slow heavy ion-atom collisions.
The electronic states in the adiabatic diagram are labelled
with their magnetic quantum number m, i.e. m=0,l,2 gives a, ir,
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6 states. One of the problems in such correlation diagrams is
to provide the proper connection between the states in the
three internuclear regions mentioned before, between the separated atom limit (SA), the molecular region and the united
atom limit (UA).

a) .,

Ul
y

2 10* u

<b
UJ
0.5
1.0
IN1ERNUCIEAR DISTANCE l a . u )

1.5

0.1

1.0

Internuclear Distance (a.u.)
Fig. 2 - a) adiabatic correlation diagram for N e - N e
(Eichler et al.);
b) diabatic correlation diagram for N e - N e .

There exist certain correlation rules which connect the
atomic states in the separated and united atom limit. However,
these rules differ when an adiabatic or diabatic basis set
has been used. This is due to the avoided crossings which occur in the former basis. However, in the case of inner-shell
ionization the projectile velocity is rather high and the diabatic correlation rules are more appropriate. (Barat and
Lichten, 1972, Fano and Lichten, 1965). According to Barat and
Lichten states in the SA limit and the UA limit correlate if
the number of radial nodes (i.e. n-d-1) in the wavefunction
is the same in both limits. Here n is the principal quantum
number and I is the azimuthal quantum number.
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Recently these correlation rules have been reinvestigated
by Eichler et al. (1975). There is still some dispute about
the correlation to the different subshells. With the aid of
the correlation rules it becomes possible to estimate and construct qualitative correlation diagrams. Such a diabatic diagram for Ne - Ne is given in fig. 2b. The rules are simple:
start from the lowest occupied level in the SA limit and find
the lowest unoccupied level in the UA limit which has the
same value of n - i. - 1. Continue this procedure in the order
of the binding energies. The Pauli exclusion principle enters
only in the occupation of the MO's, for example a a state
contains 2, a IT state contains a maximum of 4 electrons. In a
diabatic correlation diagram the states are labelled by their
magnetic quantum number, and by the level to which the MO correlates in the UA limit. Therefore a TT state correlated to
the 2p UA limit is labelled 2pir. The rules described here
should hold strictly for the inner-levels of neutral systems.
For the outermost levels the electron-electrcr. interaction becomes more important and the independent particle model loses
its meaning.
With the aid of such diabatic correlation diagrams mechanisms for inner-shell vacancy production in slow heavy ionatom collisions can be understood. A well known example is
the K-vacancy production in collisions between atoms from the
first row of the periodic system. This will be illustrated for
the system Ne - Ne (see fig. 2 ) . In this system the 2pa is correlated to the Is of Ne and the 2pir MO is correlated to the 2p
level of neon, both are correlated to the 2p level of Ca in
the UA limit. Thus the energy gap between the 2p and Is level
of neon at R = » is reduced to zero in the UA limit. This small
energy gap leads to large coupling probabilities between these
two states. The coupling is induced by the rotational motion of
the nuclei. Of course the coupling is effective only when 2pir
vacancies are present. When the collision partners separate vacancies originally present in the 2pir MO can follow the 2pa and
end up in the Is level of neon. Lichten (1967) argued that the
occupation of the 2pir is influenced by the number of 2p vacancies in the neon projectile and predicted that the total cross
section would be proportional to the charge state of the projec-
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tile. This prediction was confirmed experimentally by McGaughy
et al. (1968) and is one of the best evidences for the molecular nature of the collision. Thus the crossing of the 2pa and
2pir MO's is responsible for the large vacancy production cross
sections. In the proton-neon system no such promotion effects
exist and the full Ne-ls binding energy has to be overcome.
Reminding the extreme sensitivity of the ionization cross section on binding energy (i.e. energy gap) it is to be expected
that the cross sections in both systems differ by orders of
magnitude. However the basic interaction responsible for the
vacancy production is the same in both cases, it is the interaction between the nuclei and the electrons which causes the
ionization. The forces responsible for the coupling described
above will be discussed in the next section.

3. EXCITATION MECHANISMS
Before the discussion of the excitation mechanisms, a second
important approximation has to be made, viz. to approximate the
trajectory of the nuclei with classical mechanics. This is allowed because the Broglie wavelength of the projectile is orders of magnitude smaller than the dimensions of the innershells. In that case only the time evolution of the electronic
subsystem has to be treated quantally. When the internuclear
velocity is not negligible transitions between the electronic
states may be induced. The time evolution of the electronic
subsystem is given by the time dependent Schrodinger equation:
He(r,R(t))

-iir

(r : R(t)

(3)

and the electronic wavefunction may be expanded in the following way. For the meaning of the various symbols see Kessel et
al. (1974).
t

= Z a k (t)» k (r:R) expC-i/h j Ukk(R(t')) dt'3

(4)

The basis set $(r;R) can be any s e t as long as i t i s complete
an orthonormal. However, most calculations are performed in
the adiabatic b a s i s . In eq. (4):
- 19 -

dr:
When e q . (4) i s i n s e r t e d i n e q .

(3) and m u l t i p l i e d by

t
uinm(R(t-)) dt-:
and integrated over the electronic coordinates the following
coupled equations are obtained:

itr a m =ih

I

t
a U ^ expC-i/ir { (Ukk - Um> d f ]

(U

kk -

(5a)

(5b)

(5C)

R
In the derivation the orthonormality and completeness of the
set {$ k } has been used. Since classical mechanics is applied
to nuclear motion we have replaced

and

Itb* I?fa+ HfeWith If=VR'the radial
•«-r

the angular velocity.

The terms b) and c) in eq. (5) describe the coupling of the
electronic states by the nuclear motion. The terms a, b and c
are called potential, radial and rotational coupling. Term b
describes the coupling due to the radial motion of the nuclei.
The matrix element < * m |-5^|* 1 , > differs from zero only when
states m and k have the same angular symmetry, i.e. it couples
a to a, u to it etc. Term c describes the coupling due to the
rotational motion of the nuclei. It can couple states that differ by h- in their magnetic quantum number, i.e. a to ir, IT to 6
but not a to 6. Term a) couples also states with the same angular symmetry and reflects that the set {$fc} is not the eigenfunction of H e > If the adiabatic basis set is used it vanishes.
if the diabatic basis is used potential coupling is important,
The calculation of the coupling probabilities is possible <•»"!}-,
if both the basis set as well as the number of states that
- 20 -

couple are truncated. The choice of the basis set is then very
important. The probability for excitation of a certain state $ r
after the collision (t=«) is given by P n (b,v) = |an(°°)| . Cross
sections are obtained by integration over all possible nuclear
trajectories

(6)

a n (v) =2ir J P n (b,v) b db
o
where b is the impact parameter.

3.1. 2pir - 2pa rotational coupling
As mentioned before, the K-vacancy production in light collision systems is dominated by couplings between the 2pir and
2pcr MO's near R « 0 . Briggs and Macek (1972) calculated the
cross section for K-vacancy production in Ne - N e . Later Taulbjerg, Briggs and Vaaberi (1975) extended this calculation with
a scalinq law. which is valid both for symmetric and asymmetric
systems. The results of the scaling procedure agree within 10%
with those from ab initio calculations and thus provide a good
basis for the comparison of theory and experiment. The K-vacancy production is calculated by taking into account couplings
between the 2pa and 2pir states only. Coupling probabilities
with other MO's are very small (see for instance Briggs 1976)
and so the coupled equations reduce to:
t

2§ L(R) exp{i/ir f AU(R(f)) dt'}
—CO

t

(7)

L(R) expU/K |-AU(R(t')) d f
with L(R) the rotational coupling matrix element, AU(R) the
energy splitting between the 2pir and 2pcr MO's, b the impact
parameter and v the relative velocity. The coefficients a)
depend strongest on vb/R

and on the oscillating exponential

term. The coupled equations can be solved using the boundary
equations a2pa(~°°) = 1 a n d a2vn^~c°^ = ^ a n d a r e t * i u s calculated
per 2pirx vacancy (the 8/36 operator couples only one component of the 2pir orbital with 2pa) . The probability that-a Kelectron is promoted is then given by P(b,v) = |ao_("»*
- 21 -

Total cross sections are given by eg. (6). However, as mentioned before the calculations are per 2pir

vacancy and in

order to compare theory with experiment the actual number of
vacancies must be known. The probability that vacancies .
follow the 2pir MO is given by Macek and Briggs (1973) under
the assumption that the 2p vacancies are

distributed statis-

tically over the MO's that are correlated to the 2p ?<?.vel.
For symmetric systems 6 MO's are correlated to the 2p level
a..J only one of these MO's couples with the 2pa and therefore
the probability P equals 1/6. Thus for a symmetric system
the number of 2pir

vacancies N

equals n/6 where n is the sum

of the total number of 2p vacancies present in the projectile
and target. For an asymmetric system the 2pir MO is correlated
to the 2p level of the high-Z collision partner (see the correlation rules of Barat and Lichten). To this level only three
MO's are correlated and therefore P = 1 / 3 and N Q = n / 3 with n
equal to the number of 2p vacancies in the heavier collision
partner. The theoretical cross section is, now given by:

(8)

°th ( v ) = N o o l

where Oj is the theoretical cross section for 2pir-2pa rotational
coupling and can be compared directly with experiment. We shall
call N Q the static number of 2p vacancies, since it arises from
a statistical distribution which is independent on the velocity.
Since N Q is proportional to the number of 2p vacancies, theory
predicts a proportionality with the projectile charge state. In
fig. 3 experimental data of Stolterfoht et al. (1975) for N e + Ne are compared with theory. At low velocity there is excellent
agreement, at high velocity the experimental results start to
deviate from the theory. This may be due to a real disagreement
with theory or as is suggested by Fastrup et al. (1974) it may
indicate that extra 2pir vacancies are produced by a velocity
dependent coupling of the 2pir MO with empty outer orbitals.
This may be considered as a breakdown of the molecular model
for the slow outer-electrons. If this is the case the total
number of 2pir vacancies equals:

-

N

(9)

N
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where N

is the static number and N

is the hypothetic extra

contribution from the velocity, dependent.coupling.
tive importance of N

can be found if the projectile charge

state is increased. The number N

increases, whereas there is

evidence that N v decreases (Stoiterfoht et al. 1975). A measurement of the ratios a11 (v)/a
relative importance of N

(v) will give information on the

compared to N

(see chapters 1 and 3 ) .

jj 10-2"
•

Expt.; Present Work
Thcory.'Brigcjs.Macck

10-"
O.t

0.6
0.6
1.0
Nc* Energy [MeV]

Fig. 3 - Total cross sections for K vacancy production in
Ne -Ne c o l l i s i o n s , o: experiment; full curve theory
{Briggs and Hacek). (Figure 9 from Stolterfoht e t
a l . 1975.)

3.2. K - K and K - L vacancy sharing
Another important mechanism for producing inner-shell vacancies in more deeply bound and demoted MO's is the sharing
of vacancies produced in the K-shell of the lightsr collison
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partner with that of the more deeply bound K or L level. A

it

schematic level scheme is presented in fig. 4. The coupling
between these levels occurs at rather large intemuclear dis-

•;•>_ {

tances and is caused by the transition from molecular to
atomic states. Meyerhof (1973) realized the importance of
this mechanism for inner-shell ionization and used a modified
form Qf the Demkov charge exchange formalism (Demkov 1963) .
A detailed and excellent review of K - K and K - L vacancy sha--

,

ring has been given by Stolterfoht (1978) . We will use the
formalism

developed by Nikitin (1970) which is more general

than that of Demkov. A short description of this formalism
follows below.
The internuclear range can be separated in three parts.
In part I the character of the states is purely atomic and
wavefunctions <)>!? and <j>? describe the atomic states. In pare
III the molecular adiabatic wavefunctions are constructed
from linear combinations of these atomic orbitals. The coupling occurs in the intermediate range II. From the foregoing
it seems quite natural to use an atomic basis set {<t> } in
solving the problem. These states of course do not depend on
R and therefore the dynamic coupling 3/3R vanishes. Thus this
basis is a good example of the diabatic basis set. The transitions are now caused by the potential coupling. In the Niki*
tin formalism simple analytic expressions for the potential
coupling matrix elements have been used. At large R the overlap of the atomic states has an exponential dependence on
the distance, this has been used in the analytical expressions. These analytical matrix elements also determine the
energy gap between the states that couple. A simple calculation yielded that the energy gap equals:
AU(R) = A e { l - 2 cos 6 exp(-ctx) +exp(-2ax)}^
with x = R - R

(10)

. Ae, R , a and 6 are free parameters which have
tr

P

to be determined by a fit to a known energy splitting. The
meaning of the parameters is the following (see also fig. 4 ) .
Ae is the energy gap at infinite internuclear distance, R
is the distance where the coupling is strongest, I/a is the
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•

•

\

is(U

2p(H)

R (arb. units)
F i g . 4 - S c h e m a t i c p l o t o f 3a and 4o M O ' s , t y p i c a l f o r a K - L
vacancy sharing s i t u a t i o n .

width of the coupling region, the parameter e affects the
shape of the states that couple. When 6 = TT/2 the two states
are parallel near R

and the coupling is similar to the well

known Demkov formalism. When 9 > TT/2 the states repel

each

other and for 9 < ir/2 the two states attract each other, i.e.
there is a minimum in the energy gap. Inserting the analytical expression for the potential matrix elements in the coupled equations the coupling probability can be evaluated. The
result is:
p
12-

_ expC2irAe cos (9/2)/av] - 1
exp[2irA£/av] - 1

(11)

The attractive feature of this formalism is that it can give
:\

the coupling probability between two states, which can have
a wide variety of shape. The only condition is that the
energy gap of the states must be similar to eq. (10) and that
<*R» 1 since an exponential shape is assumed. A disadvantage
of this formalism is that the shape of the MO' s that couple
must be known.
For K - K vacancy sharing the coupling between the 2pa and
lscr MO's occurs in a region where the two states are parallel,
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then 9 = n/2 and the coupling is described by a Demkov
type of coupling. Indeed very good agreement between this formalism and a large amount of experimental data exists. However, for K - L vacancy sharing a large disagreement between
experiment and the Meyerhof-Demkov formalism is seen (see
chapter 4). This is a result of the shape of the MO's that
couple. Around R the MO's approach each other and therefore
there is a minimum (8 < TT/2) in the energy gap. The Nikitin
expression (11) gives excellent agreement with the data both
for K - K and for K - L sharing (see chapter 4).

4. LAY-OUT OF THE THESIS
In chapter 1 the K-vacancy production 3ue to 2pir - 2pa
rotational coupling in collision systems with particles from
the first row in the periodic system is studied in more detail.
In this chapter the main attention is to the comparison between experiment and theory, i.e. the scaling laws of Taulbjerg et al. A variation of the projectile charge state
will show to give valuable information on the observed disagreement between theory and experiment. Also effects of swapping and extra contributions to N which are the result from
charge exchange processes are expected. However, no evidence
for these processes is observed. In chapter 2 the relative
importance of these charge exchange processes is investigated in more detail. The electron spectra at low electron energy ( E e < 50 eV) are used and experiments show that even cross
sections for the transfer of two electrons to the multiply
charged projectile can be very large. In chapter 3 the effect
of charge exchange processes on K-shell excitation has been
studied more carefully. We have used the collision systems
C, N , O - N e where the 2pir MO is correlated to the filled 2p
shell of the neon atom and charge exchange processes are expected to yield the largest contribution to N^. A clear effect
is observed at low collision velocities. In chapter 4 innershell vacancy production is studied in heavy systems (Z 1 rZ 2
?• 10) where the .diabatic molecular model predicts no vacancy
production at all. Here MO's that are correlated to inner-
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shells have crossings only with filled MO's. However experiments show that inner-shell vacancies are produced. But the
cross sections are much smaller than those observed in chapters 1 and 3. In order to understand the vacancy production we
have measured the dependence on the projectile charge state
and energy because a different dependence is expected for
different vacancy production mechanisms. The results show
that direct coupling of quasi-molecular states to the continuum might be important. In chapters 5 and 6 coupling to the
continuum is studied in more detail by measuring the continuum
electron spectra in heavy ion-atom collisions. It seems
natural that the same processes which cause the inner-shell
ionization by a direct coupling to the continuum are also
involved in the origin of the continuous electron spectra.
In that case contributions from outer levels will be more important because of simple geometrical arguments. In chapter 5
the spontaneous decay of vacancies present in the inner MO's
of the Kr 2 quasi molecule is studied. This process can be compared with a normal and spontaneous Auger-decay in the isolated atoms, only the lifetime is sufficiently short that part
of the decay occurs when the particles are close, i.e. it occurs partly in the quasi-molecule. The high energy side of the
spectrum demonstrated clearly a different shape which led us
to assume that dynamic interactions similar to those described
in chapter 4 are important too. In chapter 6 the spectra produced in Ne - Ne collisions are studied. Here the spectrum differs substantially from that of the Kr-Kr system, and dynamic
coupling to the continuum should be more important.
The relevance of this work to other fields is two-fold.
First inner-shell ionization has applications in astrophysics,
ion-solid interactions and in the quantitative determination
of trace elements. Second ionization and charge exchange phenomena in collisions of multiply charged ions and neutral
atoms are processes that are frequently encountered in large
fusion reactors. The experiments described in chapter 2 are
also relevant for proposals to create XUV lasers. The non-radiative processes described in that chapter compete with processes that lead to optical emission.
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C H A P T E R

CHARGE-STATE DEPENDENCE OF K-SHELL VACANCY PRODUCTION
CROSS SECTIONS IN SLOW ION-ATOM COLLISIONS

ABSTRACT
K-shell vacancy production cross sections in Ne + CH., N~3
Og, Ne and N+CH^j

N^» 0gJ Ne collisions are measured for in-

cident charge states 1+ to 4+ and 1+ to 3+3 respectively, in
the projectile energy range SO to 500 keV. The data indicate
there is a real deviation between experiment and the calculations of rotational coupling cross sections. The data suggest
that the deviations are not due to a nonstatistical distribution of the 2p vacancies among the 2pir molecular orbital or a
velocity-dependent coupling H(v) as has veen previously assumed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In low velocity ion-atom collisions the production of Kshell vacancies via rotational coupling of the 2pcr-2pir molecular orbitals (MO), transiently formed during the collision,
has been an area of extensive investigation. From the beginning of these studies one of the best evidences for the molecular picture of these collisions was the dependence of the
inner-shell vacancy production on the charge state of the incident projectile. For example, in Ne - Ne collisions the cross
section was predicted and observed to double in going from
1+ to 2+ projectiles (Lichten 1967, McCaughy 1968). This was
in agreement with the MO picture since the number of 2pir
vacancies, and hence the K-shell vacancy production cross
section, was predicted to be proportional to the projectile
charge state. A series of calculations (Briggs 1976) of Kshell vacancy production via rotational coupling of the 2pa2pir MO's proved to be in agreement with the measured K-shell
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vacancy production cross sections (Cacak et al. 1970). However, as the work was extended to other collision systems
and to higher collision energies, the agreement between
theory and experiment became poorer (Fastrup et al. 1974 a,b;
Stolterfoht et al. 1975). Indeed, at higher collision energies the simple dependence on incident charge state for Ne Ne collisions predicted by the MO-picture, also disappeared
(Stolterfoht et al. 1975).
To explain these discrepancies between theory and experiment
it was proposed (Fastrup et al. 1974, Stolterfoht et al. 1975)
that an additional coupling could influence the number of
2pir MO vacancies in the collision. The effective probability
of having vacancies in the 2p7r MO called N was written:
N (v)

(1)

where N Q is the static probability for having a 2pir MO vacancy, which was calculated from a statistical distribution
(see Briggs 1976) of the vacancies in the 2p shell and N(v)
was a velocity dependent term which described the coupling
of the 2pir MO to other levels in the collision system. A calculation of N is not straightforward. This was further complicated when some cross section measurements using molecular
targets were lower than theory (Fastrup et al. 1974, Stolterfoht
et al. 1976). This was interpreted as a nonstatistical distribution of the available vacancies in the atomic levels
(Stolterfoht et al. 1979, Taulbjerg et al. 1976) .
In most recent work the approach has been to assume that
calculations of K-vacancy production due to rotational coupling are correct and then to use the ratio of experiment and
theory to determine N , that is.
(2)
where a1 is the total theoretical cross section for rotational coupling of the 2ptr-2pir MO's per 2pirx MO vacancy. Taulbjerg, Briggs and Vaaben (1976) have presented a general scaling law for the dependence of c^ on velocity v and the Z's
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of the collision partners. The scaling laws agree with the
results of ab initio calculations to within 10% and thus provide a convenient framework for studying a wide variety of
collision systems. It is quite evident from the above that a
further experimental test of ax is necessary.
In this letter we report measurements of the dependence
of K-Auger electron emission cross sections on the initial
charge state of the incident ion for collision energies from
50 to 500 keV. It is observed that the Auger electron cross
sections, for most collision systems, scale in accordance
with statistical rules. The use of these data in testing
calculations of rotational coupling, a^, is discussed. For
some systems the deviation between a1 and experiment is found
to be larger than a factor of 2. Possible reasons for this
deviation are suggested.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
In the experiment ions of neon 1+ to 4+ and nitrogen from
1+ to 3+ were obtained from AMI (accelerator for multiply
charged ions (Bannenberg et al. 1975)). The maximum accelerating voltage is 300 kV. Target gas pressure was typically
(1-5) * 10-4 Torr. Beam neutralization was kept below 5% for
neon beams and below 10% for nitrogen beams. The electron
spectra were measured by using at 90° to the incident beam
a parallel plate electron spectrometer similar to that described by Stolterfoht (1971). Differential electron emission
cross sections were obtained by assuming angular isotropy
and correcting the data for the transmission function of the
spectrometer. Absolute Auger cross sections were obtained by
normalizing the Ar - L Auger line intensity after a smooth
background subtraction in 100 keV Ar + - Ar collision to measured cross sections (Cacak et al. 1970). In addition in many
instances our data for singly charged projectiles could be
compared with the results of others (Stolterfoht et al. 1976,
B0ving); in general the agreement was within 10%. Since we
are interested in total K-shell ionization cross sections, we
have summed the cross sections for target and projectile.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
- In fig. 1 the incident charge state dependence of the total inner-shell vacancy production cross sections are presented in terms of the ratios a n + / 0 + for n = 2 , 3 and 4 for neon,
and n= 2 and 3 for nitrogen. The purpose of these data is to
test the use of the statistical rules, i.e. Nir = N Q = N/3, for
asymmetric systems, where N is the number of 2p vacancies in
the high-Z collision partner and Nir = N Q = N/6 for symmetric
collisions, with N the sum of the number of 2p vacancies in
the target and the projectile. The dashed lines in the figure
indicate the predictions of the statistical rules. Experimentally it has been determined that the term N(v) in eq. (1)
decreases with higher incident charge states (Stolterfoht et
al. 1975). Thus if the term N(v) is important in the determination of N , the predicted ratio's should be smaller and velocity dependent. Indeed, such effects are seen in the data
for Ne - 0- and N - N 2 collision systems where the predicted
ratios agree with experiment at low energies but the ratio decreases as the energy is increased. It is important to note,
however, that all the data at low energies indicate that N(v)
is negligible. These data give no indications that N must be
determined by some nonstatistical distribution. For the
3+ charge state of the collision system N n + - CH. the
2p level of the high-Z collision partner (N) is completely
empty, thus the 2pir MO must also be completely empty. Since
the dependence of the cross sections on incident charge state
for this system agrees well with the predictions of the statistical rule, one must conclude that the 2pir vacancies are
determined, at least for this system, by a statistical distribution.
There are two collision systems in fig. 1 which deserve
special comment. These systems (N-O,, Ne) involve projectiles
(Z±) and targets (Z2) where Z 1 < Z 2 . For these collision systems the cross sections are expected to be proportional to
the number of 2p vacancies in the target (i.e. independent on
the projectile charge state of the projectile)• This is in
good agreement with the data for N - O 2 , within experimental
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error (-10%) the cross sections for different charge state
are identical. These data give interesting information on
the use of correlation diagrams for ionized quasi-molecules
(Eichler et al. 1975). Calculations of such diagrams have
shown that ionization in one of the collision partners can
change atomic level MO-level correlations. For N
N

n+

- 0 , and

-Ne a "swapping" of the correlations to the 2p level of

the projectile and target is expected to occur because of an
increase in binding energy with charge state. Our data indicate no such effects. The N - Ne system is a special case.
The cross section for N - Ne is expected to be zero since the
2p level of neon is filled. However, because of the mixing
of the neon 2p level with other levels during the inward
half of the collision, there is some probability of having
a vacancy in the 2pir MO. Indeed the measured cross sections
for N - Ne are much smaller than those for Ne - N 2 . It is interesting that we observe an increase of ~ 25% in the cross
section for N

projectiles as compared to N

. This 25% re- •

presents the increased number of vacancies in the 2p level
of the projectile and is suggestive that the 2pir MO vacancies,
i.e. N(v), are produced predominantly by coupling between the
2p levels of the collision partners.
Since the data in fig. 1 indicate that the charge state
dependence is well described by a statistical distribution,
we can test the rotational coupling cross section and this- is
done in fig. 2; we have plotted:
a

exp / N o a l

where a^ was obtained from the scaling laws as given by Taulbjerg et al. (1976) and N Q the statistical probability of
2piTx vacancies

was obtained from the N/3 and N/6 rules. Accor-

ding to eq. (1) this ratio equals 1+N(v)/N Q . Above we have
concluded that N(v) is negligible for most collisions and that
in the low energy region it is negligible for all collision systems. Thus the ratio plotted in fig. 2 is expected to be 1 if
theory is in agreement with experiment. Clear discrepancies
between theory and experiment are observed. The data for ni-
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trogen projectiles vary between 0.3 and 0.65 of the theoretical value. Since agreement is worse at low velocities it cannot be attributed to N(v). For the neon projectiles, the
agreement is generally better although deviations as much as
50% are observed. The neon data exhibit another interesting
characteristic in that they tend to increase faster with
energy than theory for all charge states. For the system
N e - 0 2 where N(v) is important it is interesting to note that
agreement between theory and experiment is better for the
higher charge states. Some comment on the use of molecular
targets is in order. In fig. 2 we have considered only data
where the 2pir MO is correlated with the projectile, thus only
for the symmetric collision N-N, the molecular nature of the
target is important. For the N 2 target we assumed three 2p
vacancies. This seems to be justified by the cross section
ratios presented in fig. 1, at least for the low projectile
energies.

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusions presented above indicate that there is a
real discrepancy between experiment and the calculations of
rotational coupling cross sections,a.. We have also concluded
that these differences are not due to a nonstatistical N

or

a velocity dependent N(v) as has been previously assumed.
Thus we must look at the calculations themselves to determine
possible reasons for these discrepancies.
In the calculation of the rotational coupling cross section O j , the most relevant parameter is the energy difference,
AE, between the 2po and 2pir MO's as a function of the internuclear separation R. The scaling laws used to obtain the
theoretical cross section predict above threshold a functional dependence of a 1 ~ v 2 ' 3 . This is consistent with an R 2 dependence of AE. Our experimental cross sections seem to indicate a stronger velocity dependence on the cross section.
Theoretical calculations of AE indicate that, at the largest
internuclear separations, AE increases at a rate slower than

R

These large internuclear distances can have a large con-
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tribution to the total cross section, and the weaker dependence of AE on R is consistent with a stronger-dependence of
a

on v. (For exampLe, AE ~ R implies a ~v.) Another problem

which may exist in the theoretical calculations of a, involves the magnitude of AE. So far calculations of AE assumed
no vacancies in the 2pir level. Therefore, in our light col- :
lision systems with large numbers of 2pu vacancies the
theoretical cross sections for K-shell ionization are expected to be too high since the AE used is probably too small.
This effect may explain the lower experimental cross sections^
for the nitrogen projectiles. The effect would be less for
the neon-projectile data since there are fewer 2pir vacancies
and also AE would be less sensitive to 2p-rr vacancies for collision systems with higher Z's. The discussion above is only
suggestive. The reasons for the deviation between the rotational-coupling cross section, a,, and our total cross sections is not clear and more work in this are is needed.
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ENERGY SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS PRODUCED IN COLLISIONS OF
MULTIPLY CHARGED NEON IONS WITH NOBLE-GAS ATOMS

ABSTRACT
Energy spectra of electrons produced in collisions of 100
keV Ne

(n - 1,2,3,4) on He, lie, Ar and Kr have been measured.

The experimental data show that capture of two electrons into
excited autoionizing states of the projectile is important for
the Ar and Kr targets. For the He and Ne targets capture of
two electrons into excited states is less probable.

1. INTRODUCTION
When multiply charged ions collide with neutral particles
capture reactions populating excited states in the projectile
are very probable (see, for instance. Winter et al. 1977). For
single-electron capture these reactions may lead to population
inversion

and are of importance in several schemes for the

production of XUV lasers- However, in these collisions nonradiative (i.e. autoionizing) processes can be important
(Niehaus and Ruf 1976, Winter et al. 1977, 1978) and competition with radiative processes occurs.
Measurements of these non-radiative processes by Winter et
al. (1977, 1978) showed that the corresponding total cross
sections for the production of slow electrons were large and
strongly charge-state dependent. These results were interpreted by them to be the result of capture ionization (Kishinevskii and Parilis 1969), i.e. an Auger ionization in the short- •
lived quasi-molecule. However these measurements yielded only
total cross sections and data on the energy spectrum of the
electrons are needed to investigate these phenomena in more
detail, in this letter we report measurements of the electron
spectra at low (i.e. E
1

<45 eV) electron energies for colli-

4

sions of 100 keV N e " * on He, Ne, Ar and Kr.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
In the experiment the ion beams were extracted from the
AMI accelerator (Bannenberg et al. 1978) . The ions were produced in a high-power Penning ion source. After mass separation
the ions could be accelerated up to 300 kV. After collimation
the ion beams obtained this way were shot through a differentially pumped gas cell. The ion currents were measured behind
the gas cell with a shielded and biased Faraday cup. Care was
taken that the ion beam could not hit the gas cell. Gas pressures in the cell were measured with a capacitance manometer
—4
and were in the order of 5 . 10
Torr. External jtiagnetic fields
in the collision chamber were attenuated by two u-metal shields
(1 mm thick, 2 cm apart) to a value less than 5 m Oe. The
electrons emitted at an angle of 90 degrees with respect to
the ion beam were energy analysed by a 30 degree parallelplate condensor (Green and Proca 1970) and detected by a continuous channel multiplier. Backgrounds due to spurious electrons reaching the multiplier were negligibly small•compared
to the regular signal. The energy spectrum was recorded with a
standard MCS technique, using a constant ion dose per channel.
Double differential cross sections can be obtained using
the equation:

n
eff

T e AE

(1)

Here S is the number of counted electrons; n is the projectile
charge state; Q is the ion dose; p is the gas density per unit
volume; (d£2Jl)eff is the effective value of the product of the
solid angle and the interaction length; T is the transmission
of the analyser; e the multiplier detection efficiency; and
AE e is the effective energy width of the analyser at energy E .
The product ( d J U ) e f f Te was determined by carrying out experiments for 100 and 200 keV H + incident on He and comparing
our energy spectra at 0 = 90° with those of Rudd et al. (1976).
These data showed that the transmission factor T was constant
within 15% for electrons with energies between 10 and 100 eV.
We estimate that the uncertainties in the absolute cross sections will be about the same as those of Rudd et al. (1976)'.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1-4+
In figure 1 the experimental results for 100 keV Ne
-Ar
are given. The spectrum consists of a continuous background
on which peaks are superimposed. The spectra for Ne
and
2+
Ne
are almost identical but large changes are seen when v/e
increase the projectile charge state from 2+ to 3+ and 3+
to 4+. The largest changes are an increase in the continuum
below + 20 eV and an increasing number of peaks superimposed
on the continua. The increase of the continuum below 20 eV
may be the result of capture ionization in the short-lived
quasi-molecule (Kishinevskii and Parilis 1969), i.e.
N e n + + Ar

(2)

Ne'

However, more experimental and theoretical work is needed to
clarify this result. In this letter only the results for peaks
3+
4+
produced by 100 keV Ne
and Ne
will be discussed.

® 0.25

K)

20
Electron

25

30

40

45

Energy (eV)

Fig. 1 - Electron spectra for 100 keV N e n + - A r (0 = 90°).
-.-.-, n = l ;
, n = 2;
-, n = 3;
, n = 4.
The bars indicate the positions of calculated transition energies corrected for a Doppler shift of
- 2.7 eV and do not imply any identification.
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The peaks observed in 100 keV Ne '
on Ar shift to lower
energies when the projectile energy is increased. This shift
is equal to the kinematical shift (see for instance, Gerber
et al. 1973) which would be expected when the corresponding
electrons are emitted by the projectile. Therefore we conclude
that the peaks originate from autoionizing states in the projectile, which decay after the collision has taken place*
Since no photoabsorption data exist on the autoionizing •
states of multiply charged neon ions, we tried to calculate
energy levels of doubly excited neon ions with a single configuration HF method. The computer program of Froese-Fisher (1969)
was used to calculate the average energies of the autoionizing
configurations. In order to determine the energies of the various levels we included the electrostatic energy splittings
due to the core electrons (see El-Sherbini and Farrag 1976)„
The energy splittings caused by the excited electrons are
•
.
4+
small and were not taken into account. We find that for Ne
Ar the peaks occur in the region for the calculated peak energies of Ne 1+ **, Ne 2 + ** and Ne 3+ **, but Ne 2+ ** seems to cover
most of the data. For Ne + - A r calculated energies of Ne
and Ne ** appear in the region of the observed peaks.
In figure 2 a simple potential curve diagram for N e 3 + - Ar
4+
and Ne -Ar is presented, which has been constructed using
the following arguments. For multiply charged ions most reactions occur due to transitions near crossings of potential
curves at large internuclear distances (R > 1 a.u.). To a
first approximation the potential curves at these R values
can be calculated by taking into.account the polarization interaction in the entrance channel and Coulomb repulsion in
the exit channels. At infinite R the energy difference between
these states is determined by the energy defect of the reaction „ This simple model has been used before (see, for instance,
Zwally 1968, Winter et al. 1977) and proved to be quite successful at giving a qualitative understanding of the reactions
that take place. In this way Winter et al. (1977) explained
their results for single-electron capture into excited states.
They found that the most important reactions were those which
are moderately exothermic, i.e. where the crossings of the
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-40

H(a.u.)
Fig. 2 - Potential curve diagram for the systems (a) Ne
-Ar
and (b) Ne + - Ar. Potential energy differences AE, '
relative to the energy of N e 3 + - Ar and Ne* + - Ar
(at
are plotted.

channels occur between 3 < R < l O a.u.. In figure 2 we have plotted various channels which lead to autoionizing states in the
projectile. In Ne 4+ -Ar the channels that lead to N e 3 + * % A r are
strongly endothermic. Then the coupling between these and other
important channels will be very weak and we expect no signifiCa

2 i * * O n t r 2 + U t i ° n f r ° m t h S S e r e a c t i o n s - Potential curves for
Ne
+Ar
are moderately exothermic and cross the entrance
channel between 3 and 7 a.u.. This indicates that the reaction
Ne4++Ar

(3)

may be very important. However a two-step reaction leading to
formation of Ne 2 + ** is also possible. The first step
Ne4++Ar

Ne3+* +Ar+

(4)

occurs with high probability (Winter et al. !977). A second
step at small R can occur due to crossings of the exit channel
in reaction (4) with channels leading to N e 2 + * * + A r 2 + (see
figure ? ) . However we favour the one-step reaction since it is
moderately exothermic and recent calculations performed by
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Crandall et al. (1976) have shown that the probability for
simultaneous transfer of two electrons can be quite large.
Thus from considerations based on the simple potential curve
diagram,we expect that the dominant contribution to the peaks
for Ne -Ar will come from Ne + **. This conclusion is consistent with the peak energies calculated before.
For the system Ne -Ar, potential curves that lead to
Ne ** + A r + are strongly endothermic (see figure 2) . Therefore we expect no significant contribution from these reactions. The exit channel in the reaction
Ne3++Ar

Ne 1 + ** + A r 2 +

(5)

is slightly endothermic, so we do not expect large cross sections for this process. Indeed it is found that double-electron.
capture leading to autoionization is more important for Ne 4+
than for Ne
(see figure 1 ) . For Ne
projectiles we expect
that two-step reactions might very well compete with one-step
processes. The first step can be:
Ne

3+

Ar

Ne2+*+Ar+

(6)

This process is moderately exothermic (see figure 2) and in-:
deed large cross sections for the optical emission have been
reported by Winter et al. (1977) . The second step would involve,
another charge transfer and correspond to an endothermic pro-.
cess
Ne 2 + *+Ar H

Ne1+**+Ar2+

(7)

In reaction (7) the Coulomb repulsion is the same in both
channels (see figure 2) and thuc ^hese potential curves are
parallel. For some channels relevant td equation (7) the separation in energy is of the order of a few eV. It follows from
the adiabatic criterion, (see Massey and Burhop 1952) that a
type of non-crossing coupling (see, for instance, Dinterman
and Delos 1977) could be very effective at our collision velocities . Thus, we expect that both the one- and two-step reac-
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tions may lead to the formation of Ne + ** from Ne

projec-

tiles, corresponding to the autoipnization peaks in the electron spectrum of figure 1. Indeed this is consistent with the
peak energies calculated before.
For the systems N e 3 + ' 4 + - K r the potential curve diagrams
are very similar to those for N e 3 + f 4 + - A r because the first
and second ionization potentials of Ar and Kr do not differ
very much. Thus we expect that the systems Ne

'

-»-Ar,Kr will

behave similarly, which indeed has been found to be the case..
The main difference is that the cross sections are about a
factor of two larger for Kr than for Ar.
In figure 3 the experimental results for 10Q keV Ne J
are presented. There are large differences compared with the
data for Ar and Kr, i.e. there are no peaks at electron energies above + 20 eV, but others below 20 eV. These peaks do not
shift when the projectile energy is increased and thus originate from autoionizing states formed in the garget. The low
energy of the peaks suggests that doubly excited autoionizing
states with 2s vacancies could be involved. A calculation of

0.25

]2s2pTPft>-J
lzs2p'(IP13p-2sV<1F1

1

\

2»2p>(W3d-2s'2p('S)
!

(>)3d—2s'jp*('D)

0125

s?4s
*__JL

10

15

L_l

(

1

20
25
30
Electron Energy (eV)

1

|

l _

45

Fig. 3 - Electron spectra for 100 keV Ne
- Ne (0 = 90°),
n = 2;
, n = 3;
-, n F 4.
The arrows only indicate positions of calculated
transition energies.
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the peak energies for these Ne 1+ ** states (see figure 3) shows
good agreement with experiment. In figure 4 the potential
curve diagram for N e 4 + - N e and N e 3 + - N e is presented. The potential curves for the reaction
Ne1+**(2s2p5nl)

N e 4 + + Ne

(8)

cross each other at approximately 3 a.u., which indicates that
this reaction may be important. The Ne 1 + ** (2s2p nl) could alsc
be formed in a two-step mode, of which the first step is:
Ne 4 + +Ne

N e 3 + + N e + * (2s2p6)

(9)

This step is moderately exothermic and large cross sections
for the production of radiation from Ne + (2s2p6) have been reported (Bloemen et al. 1978). The second step (equation (10))
which is endothermic may occur at small R, for instance by promotion via the 3do or 4fo MO's or by a direct excitation:

r
HI
<

-20

-40

10

10

15

Fig. 4 - Potential curve diagrams for the systems (a) He
and (b) N e 4 + - N e .
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-Ne

Ne

3+

For Ne
Ne

4+

Ne
- Ne

Ne3++Ne1+**

*

(2s2p5nl)

(10)

the same target autoionization peaks as for

- Ne are observed and they are of the same order of magni-

tude. For this system the one-step reaction (similar to (8))
is endotherTiic. Therefore we think that the two-step reaction
4+
3+
described above for Ne

could be more important for the Ne

system. Here the first reaction (similar to (9)) is also exothermic for Ne
The potential curves corresponding to doubly excited states
2+
of Ne
lead to endothermic processes (see figure 4 ) . This is
the result of the large first and second ionization potentials
of Ne. Thus we expect that for this system a one-step reaction
leading to Ne + ** is not very probable. A two-step reaction
could occur, analogous to equations (6) and (7). The first
4+
3+
reaction is also exothermic for Ne
and Ne
incident on Ne
and large cross sections for the corresponding radiation have
been observed (Bloemen et al., unpublished). However, the
second reaction is so strongly endothermic, that according to
the Massey criterion, we expect the non-crossing type of
coupling to be very weak. Thus it follows from the arguments
mentioned above that only relatively small cross sections are
expected, in agreement with experiment. Also for the systems
Ne

- H e almost all reactions leading to autoionizing states

are strongly endothermic. Therefore only relatively small cross
sections are expected, which indeed have been observed (Woerlee et al. 1978) .

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we find that the energy spectra of electrons
produced in collisions of multiply charged Ne ions with noblegas atoms are dominated by autoionizing lines.
In general we find that reaction channels which are moderately exothermic ( 3 £ R £ 1 0 a.u.) become most important, in
agreement with Winter et al. (1977). Accordingly for the Ar
and Kr targets we observe projectile autoionization due to
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capture of two electrons into excited states. For the Ne
target only autoionization of the target is found, because -.
processes leading to autoionization of the projectile are endothermic. For He only relatively small cross sections for
autoionization of the projectile or the target are observed,
because all relevant processes are strongly endothermic.
Finally we would like to note that two-electron capture processes, as observed in the present work, will lead to confusion in total charge exchange measurements. Although two
electrons are captured by the projectile the process will show
"up as a one-electron capture because of the short lifetimes
of the autoionizing states that are populated. Thus the measured cross sections for single-electron capture will be enhanced at the cost of the cross sections for two electron
capture.
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C H A P T E R

A NEW CHARGE EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION TO K - VACANCY PRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
The cross sections for "K-vacancy production in cotlisions
of 50 to 250 keV Cn+,

Nn+

and 0n+

(n=l>233) on Ne have been I

measured. The experimental-results^ can be explained in terms
of 2pir-2pa rotational coupling. It is found that correlation
rules remain unchanged in ionised quasi-molecules3

i.e. the

Zp-n MO remains correlated to the 2p shell of neon. The data
show a strong charge state dependence which decreases at
higher •projectile energies. This dependence can be explained
by two processes leading to the creation of 2pir vacancies.
First exothermic charge exchange occurs with high probability
at large internuclear distance. This process is important
only for the higher charge states and its contributions
are

largest • at low velocities. Second at higher collision

velocities a strong and velocity dependent coupling between the
2p levels of the projectile and target becomes more important.
This process is important for all charge states.

1. INTRODUCTION
Inner-shell vacancy production in slow ion-atom collisions
is described well in a molecular framework (Fano and Lichten
1965). A well known

example is the K-vacancy production due

to the coupling between the 2p0 and 2pw molecular orbitals
(MO) (Lichten 1967, Briggs and Macek 1972) in collision
systems with Zj_, Z 2 £ 10. In these systems the 2pir MO is correlated to the 2p level of the high Z collision partner (Barat
and Lichten 1972) and 2p vacancies may directly follow the
2pir MO. Hence the K-vacancy production cross sections are proportional to the number of 2p vacancies present in the heavier
collision partner (Lichten 1967, Macek and Briggs 1973). This
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charge state dependence was verified experimentally by Me
Caughy et al. (1968) for the N e n + - Ne system (n=l,2) where
cross sections at equal velocity doubled in going from 1+ to
2+ projectiles. In fact this is one of the best evidences
for the molecular character of the collision. Recently
Fortner et al. (1977) have extended the measurements to higher projectile charge states and to a larger number of collision systems. It was found that the charge state dependence
was described by the statistical rules of Macek and Briggs •
(1973) which are based on the correlation rules in neutral
quasi-molecules. It is rather unexpected that these rules
remain valid even for the highest charge states. For example,
when the projectile is lighter than the target the relative
order of the atomic 2p levels may change when the projectile
charge state is increased because of an increase of the projectile 2p-shell binding energy. Hence the correlations may
swap, and this could result in large changes in the K-vacancy
production. However, the experimental data did not show evidence for such effects. Recently Eichler (1978) studied the
correlation rules in ionized quasi-molecules and his results
support the experimental findings.
Still another important effect has to be looked for. The
cross sections for charge exchange processes are relatively
large when multiply charged ions are involved. For collision
systems with 7.^, z 2 <_ 10 these reactions involve the capture
of 2p electrons from the target into the ground state or excited states of the projectile. It is known (see for instance
Winter et al. (1977)) that such capture reactions occur near
curve crossings at rather large internuclear distances
( 3 < R < 7 a.u.) and also that the probability for these reactions
is large. If these reactions dominate it is expected that the
number of 2pir vacancies will change. The experimental results
of Fortner et al. showed no clear evidence for this effect,
which is quite surprising.
In this letter we investigate the phenomena mentioned above
in more detail. We selected the systems C n + , N n + and O n + - Ne
(n=l,2,3) because the 2pw MO is correlated to the filled 2p
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shell of neon. For these systems the static number of 2p vacancies is zero and 2pir vacancies are created by a velocity
dependent mixing of the 2pir MO with other empty outer orbitals (see Fastrup et al. 1974). As a result the number of
2DIT

vacancies, N , is very small and depends strongly on the

projectile velocity. Hence if charge exchange or swapping
occurs a large increase in N

is expected. This should be

clearly visible in the K-vacancy production.

2. EXPERIMENT AND APPARATUS
The apparatus has been described in detail before (see
Gordeev et al. 1979) and therefore only a short description
will be given here. Magnetically analysed beams of multiply
charged C n + , N n + and O n + (n=l,2,3) ions are directed into a
collision chamber and are crossed with an atomic beam. Effects
of charge exchange which could affect the beam-composition
were always less than 5%, i.e. the beam current never changed
by more than that amount. Electrons produced in the interaction centre are energy analyzed by a 30 degree parallel plate
condensor which is placed perpendicular to the beam direction and are detected by a continuous electron multiplier.
The resolution of the spectrometer is 2.5% FWHM. Electron
spectra

are recorded by scanning the voltage over the plates

with a standard multi channel scaling technique using an external advance pulse which is generated by the current integrator when a preset ion

dose has been accumulated. The

spectra are scanned with intervals of 4 eV. Cross sections
can be obtained by correcting the spectra for the analyzer
function, gas pressure and ion dose. The inner-shell vacancy
production cross sections are obtained simply by multiplying
by 4it ster radians. The cross sections obtained this way can
be put on an absolute scale by calibrating the system at
fixed pressure to the absolute data for K-vacancy production
in 100 and 200 keV N e + - Ne collisions (Stolterfoht et al.
1975). We estimate that the relative errors in the measurements are 10% and absolute errors are + 25%.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In fig. 1 our experimental results for production of KAuger electrons in 50 to 250 keV C1~3+, N1"3"1" and O 1 " + on
Ne collisions are plotted. Since the C, N and O K-shell
fluorescence yields are smaller than 5%, the Auger-yields are
almost equal to the K-vacancy production cross sections. In
this figure also data from other experiments are given
(Fastrup et al. 1974, Fortner et al. 1977, Schneider et al.
1979). In general the agreement is good. In all three systems
the energy dependence is rather strong compared to the mirror
systems N e n + - C , N, O (Fortner et al.r_1977) . Also the dependence on the projectile charge state is quite different. For
the systems N e n + - C , N, O the charge state dependence follows
the statistical rules from Macek and Briggs (1973), the systems studied here do not show a statistical distribution.

100
200
E(keV)

300

Fig. 1 - Cross sections for K-vacancy production in collisions of C n + ( a ) , N n+ (b) and 0 n+ (c) on Ne (n=l,2,3)
plotted as function of the projectile energy; n=l, 0;
n=2, •; n=3, • . +: Having; *: Fortner et al. and
O : Schneider et al.
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For all three systems a strong charge state dependence is
observed as is seen clearly in fig. 2 where we have plotted
the ratios a^ + /o^ + as function of the projectile energy. At
the lowest projectile energies used, an increase of a factor
of five can be seen, for higher collision energies a weaker
charge state dependence is observed. There are several possible explanations for this charge state dependence.

1 100

200
E(keV)

300

Pig. 2 - Ratio of the K-vacancy production cross sections
o n + /o 1 + for C-Ne (a), N-Ne (b) and O-Ne (c) plotted as function of the projectile energy,
o: 2+/1+, •: 3+/1+.

The first pne would involve a swapping of the correlations,
The binding energy of the 2p level in the multiply charged
projectiles is larger than the binding energy in the neon
target. This leads to a re-ordening of the outer levels and
the 2pir MO might be correlated to the almost empty 2p shell
of the projectile instead of the filled 2p level of neon.
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In order to investigate this effect we determined N^ using
the following relation:

(1)

N

where a, is the theoretical cross section per 2pirx vacancy
as given by the scaling laws of Taulbjerg et al. (1975).
These numbers are plotted in fig. 3. For the swapped N
system the expected values of N

- Ne

are 1.33, 1.67 and 2 for

n=l,2,3 respectively, and should not be velocity dependent.
The experimental numbers for N

are more than one order of

magnitude lower and are strongly energy dependent. Similar
results are obtained for the other collision systems. Thus
swapping does not occur, and the data strongly suggests that
correlation rules in ionized quasi-molecules are the same as
in neutral systems, i.e. the 2pir MO correlates with Ne instead of the highly ionised projectile 2p-shell.

0.5

0.02

Fig. 3 - Number of 2pu vacancies, N
systems C n+ -Ne (a), H n+ -Ne
plotted as function of the
city. Symbols used are the
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, for the collision
(b) and O n+ -Ne (n=l,2,3)
inverse projectile velosame as in fig. 1.

i-.ft

The observed charge state dependence can be explained in
terms of a charge exchange process, which may occur with high
probability in the5 first half of the collision. Such a process
results in the transfer of the 2p electrons from neon to the
projectile. Hence 2p vacancies are created in the neon target,
which may end up as vacancies in the 2pir MO.
For the systems studied here two types of charge exchange
may contribute to the 2pir vacancy formation. First the charge
exchange due to couplings near crossings of potential energy
curves of the molecular system and second the coupling between
two non-crossing levels. It depends mainly on the projectile
charge state and the projectile velocity which of the mechanisms dominates, as will be demonstrated below.
The cross sections for charge exchange processes increase
strongly when multiply charged ions are involved (see for instance Winter et al. 1977, Woerlee et al. 1979). The origin
of this increase can be qualitatively understood with the aid
of simple potential energy curve diagrams. In fig. 4 such a
diagram is presented for entrance and exit channels of the
systems 0 -Ne, n = l,2,3. Generally charge exchange reactions
with multiply charged ions occur at distances greater than
2 a.u. Hence potential energy curves can be constructed by
taking into account the polarization interaction in the entrance channel and the Coulomb repulsion in the exit channel.
The separation of the states follows from the energy defect of
the reaction. For simplicity the polarization interaction has
been neglected in fig. 4. The figure clearly shows the difference between the singly and multiply charged ions. For multiply charged ions, some of the exit channels become exothermic
and the Coulomb repulsion causes a crossing between the entrance and exit channels.. Near such a crossing the coupling
probability can be very high and if? similar to the LandauZener coupling (Landau 1932, Zener 1932). The presence of these
crossings at large internuclear distance (R) causes a large
increase in the capture cross sections.
In a recent study Winter et al. (1977) observed that only
those reaction channels were important where the crossings
occur between 3 and 7 a.u., i.e. where the reaction is mode-
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Fig. 4 - Estimated potential energy curves for entrance and
exothermic exit channels are given for the systems
O+-Ne (a), O2+-Ne (b) and O 3+ -Ne (c).
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rately exothermic. The upper limit originates from the weak

:

coupling between the states at large R, the lower limit is
due to geometrical factors. These factors affect the total
cross section but not the coupling probability. Hence this
lower limit is not important for K-vacancy production, because this process always involves impact parameters smaller
than 0.1 a.u.
For the singly charged C, N and O ions these curve crossings
do not occur (see fig. 4a) and charge exchange is caused by a
non-crossing type of coupling. This kind of coupling is similar to that described by Demkov (1963) and occurs in the
region where the atomic states of the separated atoms merge in
the molecular states ( R w l - 2 a.u.). The coupling probability
P for such a reaction is roughly described by:

(2)

{ - (%

where v is the projectile velocity and I. and I- are the binding energies of the states that couple. This mechanism has
been used to explain the K-vacancy production for the singly
charged ions (Fastrup et al. 1974). It should be noted that
the coupling is less localized than for the couplings near a
crossing.
The processes described above have a different dependence
on the projectile velocity. In the case of a crossing the
states will behave more and more diabatic as the projectile
velocity is increased. The result is that charge exchange
processes will decrease at higher projectile velocities. The
Demkov type of coupling has just the opposite dependence on
the projectile velocity. It increases strongly when the projectile velocity is increased. In fact this kind of coupling
is also important for the multiply charged ions at high velocities. As a result it is expected that the crossing type of
coupling is most important at low projectile velocities
(v » 0.5 a.u.), whereas the non-crossing coupling will be dominant

for velocities a 0.5 a.u.

The N^ numbers plotted in fig. 3 show that both processes
mentioned above may indeed be important. The data in this figure
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TAULE 1 Energy defects and crossing radii for exothermic
charge exchange reactions.
product

System
C : i - Ne

) + Ne

AE(eV)

+

C 2+ *(2s2p( 3 P)) + N e +
2

1

+

Rc(a.u.)

2.82

9.7

26.31

2.1

19.83

2.8

13.62

4.0

C + ( 2 P) + N e 2 +

9.73

5.6

N + ( 3 P) + H e +

8.05

3.4

6.15

4.4

4.00

6.8

!» 2+ C 2 P)+lte +

25.90

2.1

N + ( 3 P) +Ne 2 +

14,70

3.7

2+

12.80

4.3

N + ( 1 S) +Ne 2 +

10.65

5.1

O + ( 4 S) +Ne +

13.59

2.0

0 + ( 2 D) +Ne +

10.27

2.7

8.57

3.2

C **(2s2p( P)) + N e

+ 1

N ( D) +Ne

+ 2

O ( P) +Ne

+

O 2 + ( 3 P)

O2+(1S)+Ne+
O2+*(3s3P)+Ne+
O + ( 4 S)-.- N e 2 +

33.38

1.6

30. S7

1.8

28.03
0.25

2.0

216.

27.68

2.0

2+

24.36

2.2

0 + ( 2 P) +Ne 2 +

22.67

2.4

4.71

11.5

+ 2

0 ( D) +Ne

O+*(3s2P)+Ne2+
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and also those in fig. 2 show that the relative increase in
the number N

as function of the projectile charge state is

largest at low velocities (v ~ 0.5 a.u.). This may be explained
as follows.
For the singly charged ions it has been suggested that the
2ptr vacancies are created by a non-crossing type of coupling
(Fastrup et al.) 1974). Contributions fru»a a crossing type of
coupling are not expected for the singly charged projectiles.
According to (2) N

is expected to depend exponentially on the

inverse of the projectile velocity. This is indeed observed
(see fig. 3 ) , confirming the previous assumptions.
For the multiply charged ions both the non-crossing and the
crossing type of coupling may contribute to N^. The data in
fig. 3 indeed seem to indicate that two different processes
contribute to N .
At high velocities the non-crossing coupling may dominate
just as for singly charged ions discussed before. At low velocities the crossing coupling is most important. The dependence
on the projectile velocity changes from low to high velocities.
The different behaviour at low velocities may be attributed
to the crossing coupling.
Let us consider the crossing coupling in more detail, and
especially its influence on K-vacancy production at the lower
velocities. The energy defect and the crossing radii for these
reactions are given in table 1. Only the exothermic processes
involving the capture of one or two electrons are considered.
For doubly and triply charged nitrogen and oxygen ions electron
capture from Ne is an exothermic process and the entrance
and exit channels cross at internuclear distances of several
a.u. Hence electron capture from neon is a highly probable
process and 2pir vacancies will be created. For doubly charged
carbon, electron capture is exothermic by only 2.8 eV and a
large crossing radius results (9.6 a.u.). Therefore a crossing
type charge exchange will not be very probable. Indeed (see
fig. 3) we do not see as much enhancement of K-vacancy production as is seen for C

where exothermic reactions occur at

2 - 4 a.u. (see table 1 ) .
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The large increase of the ratio a n + / o 1 + at low velocity
can now be understood. For the singly charged projectiles the
N

numbers era very small, because the nonprossing coupling

is very weak at, these low projectile velocities. However, for
the multiply charged ions there are large contributions to
N. due to the crossing coupling. Hence the ratio o

/Q

can

be large. At higher projectile velocities the non-crossing
is large, whereas contributions from the crossing poupling
decrease. Hence the ratio a n /a

depreases, mainly due to the

strong increase of o
At the highest projectile velocities N

has the same velo-

city dependence for all charge states. This indicates that the
non-crossing coupling is dominant for all charge states. It is
interesting to note that the charge state dependence at high
velocities increases in the order of the C, N and 0 ions. This
suggests, that at high velocities the 2pn vacancies are produced predominantly by coupling between the 2p levels of the
projectile and target. Following simple qualitative arguments
it is expected that the probability for transfer of 2p vacancies to the target is proportional to the number of 2p vacancies in the projectile. The relative change in the occupation
of the 2p level is largest for oxygen and decreases in the
order of nitrogen, and carbon ions. It should be noted that a
similar charge state dependence has been observed in much heavier and slightly asymmetric systems involving the coupling
between the 3dir and 2pir MO's, i.e. between the 2p-shells of
the projectile and target (see Lennard et al. 1978).
Finally we would like to note that our measurements yield
information about the charge exchange probability at almost
zero impact parameter. Because we measured the effect of charge
transfer on K-shell vacancy production, we have been selecting
only the inward part of the collision. Note that the N^ numbers
should be multiplied by three to obtain the probabilities, for
the 2p vacancies are produced in Ne at large internuclear distances and are distributed statistically over three MOfs. This
means that the probabilities are in the order of 10 to 50%.
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4. CONCLUSION
The K-vacancy production in C, N and O-Ne collisions has
been measured in the energy range between 50 and 250 keV.
Special attention has been given to the charge state dependence and projectiles with charge states between 1+ and 3+
have been used. The data can be interpreted in terms of 2pir2po rotational coupling. The systems studied here have a
closed entrance channel in common, i.e. the 2pir MO is correlated to the filled 2p shell of neon. By using the innershell ionization as a tool, it becomes possible to study the
outer-shell processes which occur in the inward half of the
collision and which are responsible for the production of the
2pit vacancies. The experimental results show that correlation
fules remain unchanged in ionized quasi-molecules, i.e. swapping of MO correlations is absent. The 2pir MO remains correlated to the 2p shell of the high-Z collision partner inspite of the unnatural ordening of the 2p levels. Also a
rather strong charge state dependence has been observed which
is strongest at low velocities. It was shown that this dependence can be explained by exothermic curve crossing reactions, which become important when multiply charged ions are
used and which occur at large internuclear distances. At higher projectile velocities the relative importance of these reactions decreases and a strong velocity dependent coupling between the levels correlated to the 2p-shells of projectile
and target becomes more important.
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CHARGE STATE DEPENDENCE OF INNER-SHELL VACANCY PRODUCTION IN
HEAVY ION-ATOM COLLISIONS WITH ATOMIC NUMBER LARGER THAN 10

ABSTRACT
X-ray production cross sections have been measured for
Ne-K X-ray sinNe-^Ar

* Kr and Ar~- Ne-collisions y Kr - L X-rays

in Ar - Kr and Kr - Kr3 Xe and Ar - K X-rays in Ar - Ar, Xe./
Projectile energies used were GO to 1150 keV for neon ions3
300 to 2000 keV for argon ions and 175 to 1900 keV for krypton ions. The range of charge states used was 1+ to 4+ for
neon3

2+ to 7+ for argon and krypton ions. The vacancy pro-

duction cross sections extracted from the X-ray data show no
charge state dependence, which indicates that two-step processes are less important. It is proposed that near the united
atom limit a direct coupling from molecular orbitals (MO's)
to the continuum is important. A large difference in the excitation function was seen depending on whether 2pa, 3da or 4fa
MO's were involved. It is proposed that this strong dependence is caused by the relative difference in the energy gap and
the shape of the MO's involved. The data are compared with
estimates from the modified BEA scaling law and the statistical model. For the latter model systematic deviations with
experiment are found.

1. INTRODUCTION
The production of inner-shell vacancies in ion-atom collisions is usually treated in two ways. In the first, so-called
atomic picture, the major aspects of the collision are interpreted on the basis of perturbations of atomic states by a
fast point charge. Examples of this approach are the Plane Wave
Born Approximation (PWBA) (see for instance Madison and Merzbacher 1977), the Semi Classical Approximation (SCA) (Hansteen
et al. 1975) and the Binary Encounter Approximation (BEA)
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(Garcia 1970) . The second approach is the molecular picture,
where the collision is considered as a highly excited state
of a short lived quasi-molecule which is formed during the
close encounter of the two atoms. In terms of this model the
production of inner-shell vacancies results from couplings
between molecular states. The couplings are induced by the
radial and angular components of the nuclear motion (see for
instance Garcia et al. 1973) .
In general, the atomic picture has provided an accurate
representation of K-shell ionization in high Z targets by
fast light projectiles. On the other hand the molecular picture has provided a sound basis for explaining the production
of K-shell vacancies in low velocity collisions of light
atoms with Z.f Z, < 10. The region where these theoretical
approaches should apply has been discussed elsewhere (see
for instance Garcia et al. 1973, Kessel et al. 1974).
There is no accepted theoretical model, however, to describe the production of inner-shell vacancies in heavy ionatom collisions with Zj_, Z_ > 10. In this region both the molecular and the atomic aspects of the collision become important. Several authors have attempted to bridge the gap between
the two. The perturbed stationary state approximation (Basbas et al. 1973) has been successful in explaining K-shell
ionization in the high Z collision partner for very asymmetric
collisions. Others (see for instance Foster et al. 1975) have
attempted to correct the SCA and BEA for molecular effects
taking into account the changes of the binding-energy during
the collision. If united atom binding energies instead of separated atom binding energies are used and some effective
Coulomb interaction is assumed, reasonable estimates for mear
sured cross" sections can be obtained. Indeed Briggs (1975) has
given theoretical support to such an approach. Another but in
principle similar approach has been to consider couplings of
deep lying molecular states to high lying molecular states or
continuum states (Meyerhdf 1977). Cross sections for K-shell
ionization in symmetric collision systems have been obtained
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this way by scaling ab initio calculations for the H - H
system. Another possibility for creating K-shell vacancies
has been suggested by Kessel and Fastrup (1973) and consists
of a two step mechanism. In this mechanism a vacancy is produced in a normally filled MO level at some large internuclear
distance. This vacancy can be transferred in the second step
to more deeply bound MO levels by either radial or rotational
coupling. Yet another approach has been suggested by Brandt
et al. (1975). Here inner-shell vacancies are assumed to be
produced by diffusion of vacancies present in the outer levels/
via a large number of closely spaced level crossings, to the
inner levels. For such a large number of level crossings a full
coupled state analysis is not possible and a statistical model has been proposed. However, all of these approaches have
serious limitations and often the agreement between calculations and experiment is poor.
The purpose of this work was to measure the inner-shell
vacancy production cross sections for systems with Z., Z-> 10,
as function of the projectile charge state and the projectile
energy and then to determine which of the above described mechanisms explained the data best. The experiments were performed at low projectile velocities (v < 1.5 a.u.) where the
molecular aspects of the collisions are expected to be most
important. The applicability of the above models is tested by
varying the projectile charge state, because different models
predict a different charge state dependence.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The beams of multiply charged Ne, Ar and Kr ions were obtained from the AMI accelerator (Bannenberg et al. 1978) . The
ions produced,could be accelerated up to 300 kV per charge
state and were directed into a differentially pumped collision
chamber with a length of approximately 10 centimeter. The ion
current was measured with a deep Faraday cup, with secondary
electron suppression by a magnetic field. The gas pressure
inside the chamber was measured with a capacitance manometer
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and was of the order of 5 . 10
Torr. This low gas pressure
ensured single collision conditions. At that pressure the
reduction in the ion current due to charge exchange was always less than 10%. The X-rays were measured at 90 degrees with
respect to the beam using a Si(Li) detector (7 pm Be window,
170 eV resolution for 5.9 keV X-ray energy). Cross sections
for X-ray production could be obtained using the following
equation:
S .n
4IT
x~ p . Q .T . e (dfl . 4 ) e f f

a

(1)

here S is the number of X-rays counted, n is the projectile
charge state, p is the gas density (at/cm ) , Q is the charge
dose, T is the transmission of the Be foil and possibly surface dead layers on the Si(Li) crystal and e is the detection
efficiency ; 4ir/(dSi . S,) £ f is the effective product of solid
angle and interaction length (sr . c m ) " . The factor 4IT originates from the assumption that the X-rays are emitted isotropically, which will be generally the case for our collision
systems. We determined the product (dfi . £) f f T e for Ne - K
(+ 800 eV) , K r - L (+ 1400 eV) and Ar - K (+ 2800 eV) X-rays,
+
2+
2—
produced in Ne - N e , Kr - Kr and Ar
- Ar collisions by
measuring the X-rays with a proportional counter in flow mode
(Ar/CH. mixture) which was calibrated for Ne - K X-rays produced in Ne -Ne collisions (Schartner et al. 1973). The cross
sections for K r - L and Ar - K X-ray production were obtained
by correcting for the transmission of the Be foil (5 ym) at
the appropriate wavelength. This procedure enabled us to use
the Si(Li) detector with its high signal to noise ratio and
avoid errors due to uncertainties in the transmission of the
low energy X-rays. We estimate that the absolute errors in
the measured cross sections are 25% and relative errors are
approximately 10%.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cross sections for the production of characteristic X-rays
produced in collisions of multiply charged noble gas ions
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(Ne, Ar, Kr) with Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe are measured. The cross
sections we report are for vacancies in the K-shell of Ne and
Ar and for the L-shell of Kr and Xe. The cross sections are
measured as function of two parameters, the incident projectile energy and the projectile charge state. The energy range
of the measurements is 60 to 1150 keV for neon ions, 300 to
2000 keV for argon ions and 175 to 1900 keV for krypton ions.
The range of the charge states is 1+ to 4+ for neon, 2+ to 7+
for argon and 2+ to 7+ for krypton. In tables 1, 2 and 3 our
results for production of Ne-K, Kr - L, Ar - K and Xe - L Xrays are given.
These data can be divided in several groups. First, the
Ne-K X-ray production cross sections show a strong charge
state dependence, the other data are independent of the projectile charge state. It is discussed later that this behaviour can be understood in terms of a variation of the N e - K
fluorescence yield. Second in fig. 1 two typical examples of
different kinds of excitation functions are illustrated. The
data for Ar11 - Kr show a strong dependence on the projectile
energy over the whole energy range up to 2000 keV. This behaviour is characteristic for the systems Ne-Ar, Kr, Ar-Ar, Kr

10*

200

Fig. 1 - Excitation functions for production of Kr - h X-rays
i n A r - K r (•) a n d K r - K r (o) collisions.
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and A r - X e . In this figure it is also seen that the excitation
function for Kr - L in K r n + - Kr shows quite a different energy
dependence, i.e. there is a sharp threshold followed by a
constant cross section independent of the projectile energy.
A similar dependence is seen :!or Kr - Xe collisions. This difference in excitation function may indicate that other mechanisms for the production of inner-shell vacancies are involved or that specific details of the states formed in the
quasi-molecule are important. We will therefore discuss the
systems Kr-Kr, Xe in more detail.
A third group of data are the Kr - L and Xe - L X-rays produced in N e - K r and A r - X e collisions. In these systems Ne - K
and Ar - K X-rays are produced with much larger cross sections.
We assume that the Kr - L and Xe - L X-rays are produced by
sharing of vacancies in Ne - K to Kr - L or in Ar - K to X e - L .
The sharing will be discussed in the last section.

3.1. Conversion to total vacancy production cross sections
X-ray production cross sections (a) can be converted to
vacancy production cross sections (Oj) if the mean fluorescence yield cu (i.e. the probability of radiative decay of an
inner-shell vacancy) is known; a T is related to a as:

(2)
It is well known (see for instance Garcia et al. 1973) that w
may be
strongly dependent on the degree of excitation and
ionization of the shells that participate in the transition.
Thus ai may be strongly dependent on the projectile energy and
the initial charge state of the projectile. This behaviour is
important when w is small ( to « 1) and when X-ray transitions
occur involving the outer shells. For the present experiments
this situation only occurs for Ne - K X-ray production. Indeed
large variations of the fluorescence yield of Ne - K as function of the projectile charge state and the projectile energy
have been observed (Hoogkamer et al. 1977, Stolterfoht et al.
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1975). In this work we observe large variations in the Ne - K
X-ray yield for N e n + - A r , A r n + - Ne and Ne n + -Kr. The N e n + - Kr
case has been discussed before (Woerlee et al. 1978) and it
has been shown for this system, that the variation of the Ne - K
X-ray yield as function of the projectile charge state is entirely due to a fluorescence yield effect (see also the next
section). Similar arguments will also hold for the Ne - Ar and
Ar - Ne systems. Thus for Ne - K it is not clear what value of
the fluorescence yield should be used, since its value may
change when the projectile energy and charge state is varied.
We shall use quite arbitrarily a value of 0,03, as was obtained for various projectile charge states in Ne11 - Ne collisions (Hoogkamer et al. 1977) for projectile energies above
300 keV. The error made by using this value is estimated to be
less than a factor of two. For K r - L , Ar - K and Xe - L X-rays
we can convert X-ray production cross sections to vacancy production cross sections by using the single vacancy fluorescence
yield of Ar - K (0.12) and Xe - L (0.10) as given by Bambynek
et al. (1973) and that of Kr-L (0.02) as given by Krause
et al. (1978).

3.2

Charge-state dependence

A variation of the projectile charge state can give information about the vacancy production mechanism. A well known
example is the dependence of the projectile charge state in
collision systems with Z., Z 2 £l0 (see for instance Fortner
et al. 1977). In this paper heavier collision systems with
Z 1 # Z 2 >10 are studied. We used projectile charge states
between 1+ and 4+ for Ne and 2+ and 7+ for Ar and Kr projectiles . As mentioned before only in the Ne - K X-ray yield a
dependence on the projectile charge state has been found, for
other systems such a dependence is not observed. For the
Ne - K X-ray production this charge state dependence is probably due to a fluorescence yield effect. This can be demonstated clearly for the Ne - Kr system where it was shown (Woerlee et al. 1978) that the Kr-L X-rays are produced as a result of sharing of vacancies produced earlier in the collision
in the Ne - Is level. The Kr-L X-ray yield does not show a
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charge state dependence, hence it is clear that the Ne - Is
vacancy production should also be independent of the projectile charge, and -he observed variation in the Ne - K X-ray
yield should be attributed to a fluorescence yield effect only. For Ne - Ar and Ar - Ne no such proof can be given but we
assume that fluorescence yield changes are just as important
as in Ne - Kr collisions.
So we may conclude from all collision systems studied, that
the extracted vacancy production cross sections do not show a
charge state dependence. Hence the occupation of outer MO's
has no influence on the inner-shell vacancy production. This
indicates that two-step mechanisms (Kessel and Fastrup 1974)
where vacancies in these outer MO's are coupled to inner levels, followed by a second radial or rotational coupling, are
not important for the collision systems studied here. This can
also be illustrated for the Ne - Ar system by a simple estimate
which is based on the results of Lennard et al. (1978) . This
estimate involves 3dir - 2pir radial coupling followed by
2pir - 2po rotational coupling. The estimate is three orders of
magnitude lower than the experimental data.
Also in K-shell vacancy production in near symmetric collision systems, other authors (Schiebel et al. 1978, Lennard et
al. 1978) recently observed a similar absence of a charge state
dependence. Except when 2p vacancies are present in the projectile, then 2p?r - 2pc rotational coupling becomes important.
So our measurements of the charge state dependence and those
of other groups suggest that the importance of the two step
mechanism is small for many collision systems. Hence a one
step process involving a direct coupling of an inner MO to
the continuum appears to be more relevant for these collision
systems. In the next section several scaling laws involving
direct one step ionization processes will be discussed and compared with the experimental data.

3.3. Modified BEA-scaling law
A large number of inner-shell ionization cross sections
for systems with Z^, Z 2 > 10 scales in the same way as Coulomb
ionization (SCA, B E A ) . Especially for K-shell ionization in
- 72 -

near symmetric systems encouraging results have been obtained
(see for instance Foster et al. 1975, Lennard et al. 1978).
Foster et al. assumed that in very small impact parameter collisions Coulomb ionization could be important. In such a situation large differences occur when compared with light particles such as protons. First the velocity of the projectile is
generally much smaller than that of the inner-shell electrons
which means that a molecular framework rather than an atomic
one must be used. In such a framework the atomic levels will
split and can be sharply promoted or demoted. Since innershell ionization occurs at very small internuclear distances
(R) it is clear that binding energies of the molecular levels
close to the united atom limit (R = 0) are more appropriate
than those of the isolated atoms. This can lead to large
changes in the inner shell vacancy production since Coulomb
ionization is very sensitive for binding energy. In order to
correct for these binding effects a modification in existing
scaling laws for Coulomb ionization has been proposed. Foster
et al. quite arbitrarily used the scaling behaviour of the
BEA. This theory gives:
u

where Z is the nuclear charge number of the projectile, U_
is the binding energy of the electrons in electronic state I
in the target and A is the mass ratio between an electron and
the projectile and E is the projectile energy, f(E/AUj) is an
universal function. The parameters U, and Z were modified as
follows. The binding energy U^. of the atomic target was replaced by the binding energy of the promoted or demoted level in
the united atom limit. Z was replaced by

eff
since ionization can occur by the coherent motion of both
nuclei. Briggs (1975) has given some theoretical support
for this simple model. He showed that if E/XU « 1 the excitation of the united atom state is due to the electric fields
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of the nuclei Z± and Z 2 moving coherently with respect to the
centre of charge. Briggs also noted that when ionization
occurs in the united atom limit the distinction between Coulomb ionization and radial or rotational couplings to the
continuum is merely a question of semantics. Using the modified scaling parameters indeed a clear scaling behaviour was
obtained for a large number of collision sytems, when the
ionization of the lsa and 2po was considered (compare fig. 1
and 2 in Foster et al.). Although this modified BEA-scaling
law gives best results for the 2pa MO we will also use it when
ionization occurs from the 3da and 4fcr MO's. It will therefore
be useful to select the collision systems to the MO's which
are ionized. For Ne - K shell ionization in Ne - Ar and
Ar - K shell ionization in Ar - Ar the 2pa is involved, We - K
in Ne - Kr, Kr - L in Ar - Kr and Ar - K in Ar - Xe involves
ionization of the 3da and Kr - L in Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe involves
the 4fa MO. In fig. 2 all our data concerning inner-shell
vacancy production are plotted in the scaled parameters

and E/XU

ua
eff
The solid curve in fig. 2 is the BEA universal function
f(E/Xu), the dashed curve is given by Lennard et al. (1978)
and is an empirical fit to a large number of collision systems involving 2p(J ionization, this fit gives somewhat better
agreement at larger values of E/XU (>0.1). The data in
this plot reveal some interesting systematics. First the data
of Ne - Ar (Ne - K) and Ar - Ar (Ar - K) are in good agreement
with the BEA curve. Both systems involve a promotion of the
Is electrons into 2pff and therefore ionization from the 2 pa
MO is involved (see fig. 3). Second for the systems which
involve 3da ionization only Ar - Kr (Kr - L) is close to the
BEA curve, Ne - Kr and Ar-Xe (Ne-K, Ar - K) are about one
order of magnitude too low. Third the data involving 4fa
ionization show an energy dependence quite different from the
other systems, i.e. there is a steep threshold followed by a
constant cross section. Thus the ionization from different MO's
shows a quite different behaviour in the scaled plot, indicating that correlation to specific MO's may be very important.
- 74 -
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Fig. 2 - Vacancy production cross sections plotted in scaled
parameters of the modified BEA scaling. Full curve:
modified BEA; broken curve: empirical fit from Lennard et al. N e - A r •, Ne-Kr • (Ne - K ) ; Ne-Kr O
Kr - L; Ar - Kr i, Kr - Kr $ , Kr - Xe + (Kr - L ) ; Ar - Ar
Co), Ar - Xe « Ar - K; Ar - Xe * Xe - L.

A fourth group of data are the Kr - L and Xe - L vacancies produced in Ne -Kr and Ar - Xe collisions. These data are several
orders of magnitude too high in the BEA plot. This can be explained by vacancy sharing due to K - L matching effects. This
will be discussed in the last section.
Interesting systematics in the data of fig. 2 will become
more clear when the correlation diagrams for various collision
systems are examined (see fig. 3). In this figure we present
correlation diagrams for Ar-Ar, Ar-Xe and Kr - Kr as calculated by Eichler et al. (1976). We see that generally the
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Fig. 3 - Correlation diagrams for Ar-Ar (a), Ar - Xe (b) and
Kr-Kr (c) as calculated by Eicnler et al. (1975).
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2pa, 3da and 4fo MO's behave quite differently as a function
of the internuclear distance. The levels are more sharply promoted in going from 2pa to 3da to 4 fa and also approach, relatively speaking, the continuum faster and closer in that order.
The difference in shape will lead to a different coupling probability for the following reasons. For radial coupling the
probability depends strongly on two factors. First the energy
gap between the two states and second the rate of approach of
the two states, i.e. dE/dR. It should be noted that it is
rather the ratio AE/(dE/dR) which is important. If this ratio
is small large coupling probabilities can be expected. It can
now become clear why the ionization from different MO's can
change so drastically. For the 4fo the promotion is sharpest
leading to a small energy gap and a very large dE/dR, therefore relatively speaking, the ratio AE/(dE/dR) is smallest of
all MO's and very large coupling probabilities with other noncrossing states both in or near the continuum can be expected.
However this ratio will increase drastically in going from
4fa to 3do to 2po, giving rise to lower coupling probabilities
in that order. This will also affect the shape of the excitation function.
Another important effect not included in the simple modified
BEA scaling law has to be discussed. This effect was mentioned
also by Meyerhof (1978). Using the Briggs model, he was able to
calculate ionization probabilities and cross sections for systems where ionization from the 3da MO is involved. His results
can be demonstrated qualitatively using the concept of the
"adiabatic radius" R A = 5v/U, which is defined by Bang and HanSteen*(1959) in the formulation of the SCA. This radius is the
average impact parameter for Coulomb ionization. Assuming that
U is independent of R it follows that R A increases when the
projectile velocity is increased. This results in larger cross
sections since contributions from larger distances become important. However, in fig. 3 we see that U is dependent on R, U
increases strongly if R becomes larger. This effect counteracts
the increase in R A due to the increase of the velocity. So it
is clear that a calculation which uses a constant U(R) will
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overestimate the data since false contributions from larger
internuclear distances are included. This is what the calculations of Meyerhof showed; an overestimate of the data when
a constant U(R) was used; much better agreement when the appropriate form of U(R) was used. The BEA scaling, of Foster et al.,
does not take this effect into account. U(R) was assumed to be
constant over the whole range. The systematic overestimation
of the 3da and 4fa data by the BEA can now be qualitatively
understood. Probably contributions from larger internuclear
distances become important. For the 2pa MO this effect is evidently less important. Perhaps this effect will become more
important for higher projectile velocities.
In conclusion the clear scaling behaviour combined with the
absence of a charge state dependence indicates that a direct
coupling between highly promoted MO's and empty states near the
continuum or in the continuum may be important.
Second we found a large difference in the shape of the excitation function when different MO's are involved. When the 4fa is
ionized even a constant cross section as function of the projectile energy has been observed. This indicates that the ionization probabilities are close to one. For such a system clearly
a perturbative treatment is not correct and of course large differences with the BEA.will occur. The ionization of the 4fa
will be discussed in the next section.

3.4. Ionization from the 4fa
In the Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe collision systems Kr - L vacancies
are produced by ionization from the 4fff MO (see fig. 3 ) . The
excitation function observed, resembles that of Ar - L vacancy
production in Ar - Ar collisions, i.e. there is a threshold followed by a constant cross section. It is well known (see for instance
Kessel and Fastrup 1974) that in the Ar - Ar system the L-vacancies are produced by couplings with empty levels that cross
the 4fa during the promotion. In a molecular state diagram
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r

these crossings correspond with an infinite number of level
crossings (Brenot et al. 1975). Even when the coupling probability is low the large number of level crossings will lead
to a total coupling probability close to one. In this picture
the threshold is caused by the nuclear repulsion only and
corresponds to the minimum projectile energy which is needed
to reach the critical internuclear distance R x , where the 4fa
is promoted. The cross section above threshold then is simply

2TTR 2 ,

the factor two comes from the fact that two elec-

trons occupy the 4fcr MO.
if we apply this picture to the Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe systems
we can find the critical internuclear distance R x from the
threshold of the excitation function. Using the screened Coulomb
potential we find R = 1 0-11 m for Kr - Kr and R. 8 . 10~ 1 2 m
x
X
for Kr-Xe. From the constant part of the cross sections we
can find R
X

via oT = 2irR , within the experimental error we
X

-L

find the same values of R , indicating, that for R < R

a cou-

pling probability close to one must exist. These values of Rx
correspond well with positions in the calculated correlation
diagrams where the 4fa MO is promoted (see fig. 3 and Eichler
et al. 1976). These values of R

also agree well with those

obtained from inelastic energy loss measurements by Kessel et
al. (1977).
In fig. 4 we have plotted our data for Kr - L vacancy production in Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe collisions. We compared our data
with a simple calculation in which it is assumed that the ionization probability is a step function (see Kessel et al. 1974).
In this calculation it is assumed that the coupling probability equals one for R < R

and zero for R > R . The excitation

X

X

function is then solely determined by the internuclear repulsion. Both for K r - K r and K r - X e we see that the threshold and
the maximum of the cross sections are reproduced well but that
there are large deviations near the threshold region. This indicates that the ionization probability is not a step function
but is velocity dependent in this region.
What remains is to discuss the mechanism which is responsible
for the vacancy production in the 4fa. It is the mechanism involving an infinite number of level crossings? We think not.
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Fig,

4 - Cross section for production of Kr-L X-rays in
Kr-Kr (•) and Kr-Xe (o) collisions. Full curves calculated cross sections using a step function for the
ionization probability as function of the internuclear distance.

For the Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe systems most MO's that cross the
4fa are filled inner MO's. In order to explain the high ionization probability of the 4fo, these inner MO's should be
ionized in the first half of the collision also with a probability which is almost unity. Although in principle possible
we think that this is not very probable since demoted inner
MO's are involved.
The second possibility is the direct coupling between the
4fa MO and other states near or in the continuum. Then direct
level crossings are not needed. The strong coupling is caused
by the small energy gap near R = 0 and also by the rate of
approach dE/dR which is very large. As discussed before these
properties can lead to large coupling probabilities. The
observed independence on the projectile charge state and the
velocity dependent coupling near threshold indicate that this
mechanism may be dominant.

3.5. Statistical model
Apart from direct coupling to the continuum a quite different approach exists, which is due to Brandt et al. (1976) and
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is based on a statistical treatment of outer-shell ionization
by Mittleman and Wilets (1967). This model was originally proposed to describe ionization under conditions where the number
of level crossings is so high, that a complete coupled state
analysis is impossible. The theory contains two parameters,
D, the socalled diffusion coefficient describes, "the spreading
of excitation in the combined electron cloud during the collision which reduces the probability to the continuum", i.e. the
larger Dj the smaller the ionization cross section. Dj is related to the number of level crossings. The second parameter R Q
is a critical internuclear distance where the diffusion vanishes. This theory scales as
•*

versus W_ = 2R v/D T a reduced

O T /TTR

I'

O

•

.1

O

I

velocity. The theory allows that the parameters D-, and R

are

obtained by a fit of the data to the theory. Brandt and Jones
(1976) have used this theory for explaining the K-vacancy production in near symmetric collision systems. They set R

equal

to the Thomas-Fermi screening length which equals:
0.885 a_
v

"l

"2

'

A systematic scaling for the experimental data was four.1
(Brandt et al. 1978) by setting:

with

x=

+Z 2 )/10

Using these values of R Q and D R agreement with a large number
of collision systems is obtained. However, no such relation
exists for diffusion coefficients in K-shell ionization for
more asymmetric systems, neither for L-shell ionization. Also,
this theory is scarcely tested with data other than for Kshell ionization in near symmetric systems. It is our aim to
compare this scaling also with data concerning L shell ionization in asymmetric systems. These collision systems should
fit the theory even better, since they concern ionization of
more outer MO where the level crossing density is higher than
for the K-shells.
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sfc
In fig. 5 our data is plotted in the scaled parameters
OT/TTR2 and W_. For K-shell vacancies produced in Ar - Ar and
I
o
I
Ne - Ar we used D R as given before. For the other collision
systems values of Dj were obtained by a fit of the data to the
theoretical curve. For every collision system we adjusted the
point with the lowest projectile energy to the theoretical
curve. In fig. 5 we see that there are.systematic deviations
between experiment and the theory. The experimental cross
sections seem to have an energy dependence which is much steeper than the statistical model predicts. Also the energy dependence of the Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe systems cannot be reproduced
by the statistical model since they are constant above the
threshpld region. In addition to the disagreement shown, we

Fig. 5 - Vacancy production cross sections plotted in scaled
parameters of the statistical model. Full curve statistical model. Symbols used are the same as in fig. 2.
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Tl

f
question the physical background behind the statistical model.
The statistical character of the model requires a large number of level crossings. This is not the case for K-shell ionization in near symmetric systems, where electron promotion is
accompanied by a single crossing in the united atom. Hence
the applicability of this model to inner-shell vacancy production is questionable and possible agreement for some collision systems must be considered to be fortuitous.

3.6. K - L vacancy sharing
It is clear from fig. 2 that the cross sections for producing Kr - L vacancies in Ne - Kr arid Xe - L vacancies in Ar - Xe
collisions are orders of magnitude larger than those predicted by the BEA scaling law. Hence the contribution from direct
ionization must be small compared to another mechanism. The
cross sections for producing Ne - K and Ar - K X-rays in the
same collision are very large compared with those of Kr - L
and Xe - L. This indicates that vacancies produced in the Kshell of the projectile (4a MO) may be shared with the L-shell
of the target (3a MO) see fig. 3c. In order to test this we
plotted the ratio a-r/av versus 1/v, the inverse projectile velocity, which should give a linear dependence when plotted on
a log-linear scale. Indeed this linear dependence has been
found (see fig. 6, 8) indicating that the observed Kr - L and
Xe - L X-rays are produced by vacancy sharing. For Ne - K there
is a fluorescence yield problem (see Woerlee et al. 1978)
which gives rise to different ratios CTL/aK f o r different charge
states, however, for all charge states the slope is the same.
For the Kr - L X-rays no charge state dependence is seen. In
order to avoid this problem we normalized the ratio

Ne -K
for each charge state such that
lim

P(v) = 1 .
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Fig. 6 - Ratio of K r - L and N e - K X-ray production cross sec-

tions in Ne n + -Kr c o l l i s i o n s . n = 2 ( o ) , n
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Fig. 7 - Ratio of the Kr - 2p and Ne - Is vacancy production
cross sections. Broken curve: Demkov-Meyerhof estimate.
Full curve: Nikitin estimate. • : experimental data,
Insert: energy gap between the 3a and 4o HO: • VSM
calculatedr full curve: fit used to obtain the para' meters in Au(R) (eq. (3)).
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Fig. 8 - Ratio of the Xe - 2p and Ar - Is vacancy production
cross sections. Broken curve: Nikitin estimate (Ai =
61.7) full curve (1) Nikitin estimate (Ac =50.1), full
curve (2) Derokov-Mayerhof estimate. •: experimental data.
Insert: energy gap between 3o and 4a MO's: • VSM
calculated (4E = 50.1); full curve: fit used to obtain the parameters in AU(R) (eq. (3)).

This is a reasonable assumption as long as P « 1 because then

'K

°K +a L

In this way we corrected for the unknown fluorescence yield
of Ne-K. For Ar - Xe no sirch problems arise and the ratio P
is simply calculated by using the neutral atom fluorescence
yields.
In both the Ne-K and Ar - Xe system, the sharing is between
K and L shells. Meyerhof (1973) has shown that in the case of
K - K sharing the ratio P can be calculated for a large number of systems by:
(2)
Here Ifi and I L are the binding energies of the higher and
lower bound levels (a.u.) and v is the projectile velocity
(a.u.). This expression is a modified form of the Demkov
theory which calculates the radial coupling probability between two parallel states. When we use eq. (2) to calculate
the K - L sharing ratios,we see (figs. 7,8) that both for
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%*=
Ne - Kr and Ar - Xe our data is underestimated by several orders
of magnitude. Also the slope of P calculated with eq. (2) is
quite different from the experimental slope. Thus the Meyerhof-Demkov formalism fails for the Ne - Kr and Ar - Xe collision
systems. Similar results for other collision systems (K - L
sharing) have been obtained by Portner et al. (1978), Stolterfoht et al. (1977) and Meyerhof (1977). The failure of the
Demkov modal for this system can be explained by the shape of
the 3a and 4a MO's (see inserts in figs. 7 and 8 ) . The two
states are not parallel but the energy difference shows a
strong minimum. If the coupling takes place near this minimum
it is clear that large deviations from eq. (2) will result.
This minimum in the energy difference seems to be a general
feature for K - L sharing, it is due to the polarization and Stark effects caused by the nuclear charge of the
heavy collision partner. As a consequence a more general calcination of the radial coupling including the special shape
of the MO's has to be used. Such a formalism has been developed by Nikitin (1970). He gives an expression for the coupling probability between two states if the energy difference
between these states is given by:
AU(R)=Ae{l-2 cos 9 exp(-a (R-R )) + exp(-2a(R-R )) }

(3)

This expression contains four parameters, Ae the energy separation at infinite R, R a kind of crossing radius, I/a the
width of a region around R where the main couplings occur.
The parameter 9 has a strong influence on the shape of AU(R).
If 9 < ir/2 there is a minimum, if 9 = ir/2 they are parallel
and if 9 > IT/2 they repel each other. Thus at 9 = ir/2 it
resembles Demkov coupling. If these parameters are known the
coupling probability is given by
. exp[2TTAe c o s 2 ( 9 / 2 ) / a v ] - l
12
exp[2irAe/av] Since P

12

G

l/aL

follows

K

P - J± -
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that

(4)

The parameters a, 6, R and Ae can be obtained by a fit of
AU(R) to a known calculated energy difference. Using correlation diagrams for Ne - Kr and Ar - Xe (calculated by Fritsch and
Wille)we obtained the energy gap between the 3a and 4a MO's.
These MO's were calculated with the Variable Screening Method
(VSM) (see Eichler et al. 1975). The fit of AU(R) to the calculated data was done with the subroutine Curfit (Bevington
1969), which was based on an algorithm of Marguardt. For
Ne - Kr we obtained the following parameters Ae = 27.6, 6 =
38°, a = 4.7 and R = 0.357 a.u. In fig. 7 we see that this
fit agrees well with the calculated energy gap. A calculation
of P using eq. (4) with these parameters gives good agreement
with the experimental data, both the slope and the absolute
magnitude are reproduced well. This agreement indicates that
the coupling is indeed localized near the minimum of the energy gap at R » 0.4 a.u.
When we use the same procedure for Ar - Xe we find the following parameters. Ae = 50.1, 0 = 21.3°, a = 7.0 and R =
0.250 a.u. Again this fit agrees well with the calculated
energy gap (see fig. 8 ) . When we calculate the sharing ratio
P =

J

Xe -L
Ar-K

we obtain the upper solid curve in fig. 8. This curve is approximately one order of magnitude higher and has a similar slope as the experimental data. However, this curve agrees
much better with the experimental data than the Meyerhof-Demkov estimate. This again indicates that couplings localized
near the minimum of AU(R) are important. Similar results have
been obtained by Fortner et al. (1978) for the system Cl - Xe
which is very close to the system A r - X e . The disagreement between the experimental data may be caused by two things. First
the Nikitin exponential model should be valid strictly
if aR >> l. in our case this value is 1.8. Second the calculation of Fritsch and Wille may be incorrect since we find a rather
low value of Ae. The difference between the separated atom
binding energies is about 61.2 a.u. (Lu et al. 1971) while the
fit gives Ae = 50.1. This indicates that the calculated energy
gap may be too small, if we assume that the shape of the energy
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•pi
difference for Ar - Xe is calculated correctly, as was seen for
N e - K r , we will obtain the correct energy gap if we increase
the calculated energy gap with a constant amount at each value
of R such that Ae will be close to 61 a.u. When we add 10 a.u.
throughout the whole range of internuclear distances we find
Ae = 61.7, 6 = 28.6°, a = 6.86 and R
the parameters a and R

= 0.239 a.u. We see that

have hardly changed. The fit to this

gap gives similar agreement as that obtained before. When we
calculate P with these new parameters we also find good agreement with the experimental points (second solid curve in fig.
8 ) . It appears that both for N e - K r and Ar - Xe the K - L sharing is described well by the Nikitin exponential model, the
Demkov-Meyerhof formalism fails in describing the K - L

sharing.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reported on experimental results for
production of inner-shell vacancies in Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe as a
function of the projectile energy and the projectile charge
state. Collisions at relatively low velocities have been studied so that the molecular aspects of the collision are most
important. The experimental data for vacancy production show an
absence of charge state dependence. This indicates that for the
collision systems studied here two step processes are less
important. We have also seen that part of the data scales well
using the modified BEA scaling law. This indicates that a
direct one step ionization of MO's to the continuum is important. The interactions which lead to the ionization may be
thought of as the Coulomb interaction between the electron and
the moving nuclei or quite similarly as radial or rotational coupling to the continuum. We have seen a drastic change in the
shape of the cross section as function of the different MO's
involved in the electron promotion. This indicates that the
energy gap and the shape of these MO's is very important.
Specially in the Kr - Kr and Kr - Xe systems we see probabilities for ionization of the 4fa MO close to one.
Nevertheless we think that the basic mechanism is the same for all
systems studied, i u e. direct coupling to states near
or in the continuum. We also observed that agreement of the data
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with the statistical model is not so good and systematic deviations occur between theory and experiment.
For Ne - Kr and Ar - Xe systems we have seen sharing ratios
between the K and L shell much higher than that expected from
the Meyerhof-Demkov estimate. Good agreement is obtained when
the exponential model of Nikitin is used which includes the
specific shapes of the molecular orbitals.

r-
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TABLE 1. X-ray production cross sections for neon projectiles
23
cm
Ox(Ne - K ) x 1 0 -

A: Ne->-Ar

1+
'

E

(keV)

0

150
200
250
300
400
500
_ 600

~*

f

:

0

.52
.82
.1.1

3+

2+

0
._ .-. . ,

.-

_ .- '
1.1
1.8
4.6
11.

: 700

~?
:

800
1000

;

-

B: Ne - Kr

60

|
':

;

0

0

o

100
125
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

;

IOOO

\:

noo
C: Ne - Kr

1.1^
2.7
8.4
15.
28.
56.
92.

170.
230.

ax(Ne -K) X 1 0 " 2 2 cm
1+

E

4+
0

0.0057
0.014
0.082
0.22
0.82
2.6
5.2

2+

0.041
0.19
0.46
1.4
4.4
8.4
13.
29.
48.

4+

3+
0

0

0.35
1.9
4.9
10.
19.
34.
58.
93.
130.
170.

70.
90.
150.
170.
240.
270.
340.

a (Kr - L) x l o ~ 2 4 cm 2
ir
1+

EQ(keV)

0

200
250
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100

.22
112

0

2+

0

3+

0

4+

.30

1.2
2 .8
6 .2
32 m

1.0
2.9
5.7
29.
61.
110.
170.

27.
55.

i20.
160.
270.
350.
490.
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TABLE 2. X-ray production cross sections for Ar projectiles
A: A r + N e
EQ(keV)
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300 1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
2000

B-.

-23
2
0 (Ne-K) x 10
cm
2+
0.19
0.54

o

500
600
700
800
900
1000
1200
1400
1500
1700

2+

a
0.45
1.4
2.7
5.1

300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000

.7+

1.4
2.3 - - _ " r
_- 4.8
6.3
16.
11.
22.
17.
;
22.
-'-:- 2 7 .
35.
53.:
- 50. __ __ ..^_
54.
92.
140.
120.
230.
160.
170.
270.
310.

3+

a
0.52
1.5
2.6
5.4
9.4
15.

4+

5+

a

a

6+

a

1.5
5.4
16.
24.
31.

5.7
17.
26.
29.
40.
42.

(Kr-L) x:10" 22 cm2

C: Ar->-Kr
E (keV)
o

0-71
1.4
2.3
4.0 .

6+

-24
2
a (Ar-K) * 10
cm

flr+Ar

E (keV)

5+

3+

a2+
0.09
0.35
0.66

a3+

a4+

a5+

0.37
0.69
1.4
2.6
3.7

0.40
0.69
1.4
2.7
3.7
5.4
6.9

0.40

7.0
11.
20.
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a6+

a7+

7.0
11.
19.
31.

7.1
11.
19.
31.
47.
58.

Is**'-

IP
! • • - •

D;
E (keV)

800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1700
2000

Charg«1

a (Ar-K) xio"23 cm2 O x (Xe-L) X1O~ 2 5 cm 2

4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6

0.10
0.22
0,47

0.47

1.4
3,5
9.6
16.

1.1
1.5
2.5
4.0
7.1

7

30.

11.5

TABLE 3. X-ray production cross sections for krypton projectiles

°C*2

A: Kr-»-Kr
EQ(keV)

175
200
225
250

275
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600

o2+
0.00064
0.0027
0.010
0.032
0.093
0.19

1.1
2.6

a3+

a4+

0.037
0.099
0.20
0.60

0.043

1.2
2.0
2.8
4.9
6.4
7.1

0.20
0.67
l.4
2.0
2.8
4.9
6.2
7.4
7.9
8.5
8.3
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a6+

3.1
4.8
6.1
7.9
8.0
8.0
8.1
8.5
8.6
8.6

2.8
4.8
6.7
7.4
7.7
9.0
8.8
8.7
8.5
8.3
8.8
8.8

B: Kr-Xe
EQ(keV)
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900

-20
a x (Kr-L) x 10
3+

a4+

O5+

0.010
0.037
0.13
0.36
0.69

0.010
0.027
0-13
0.36
0.72
l.l
1.7
2.1

0.008
0.030
0.13
0.38
0.82
1.2
1.8
2.1
2.6
3.1
3.9

0
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a7+

0.14
0.36
0.85
1.2
1.7
2.2
2.8
3.5
3.9
4.6
4.7
4.9
4.9
5.0
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THE PRODUCTION OF CONTINUOUS ELECTRON SPECTRA
IN COLLISIONS OF HEAVY IONS AND ATOMS
PART A: MOLECULAR AUTOIONIZATION
Yu.S. Gordeev , P.H. Woerlee, H. de Waard and F,W. Saris

ABSTRACT
The continuous part of the electron spectra -produced in
Kr

- Kr collisions has been measured. Electrons

are measured

in the energy interval between 80 and 1400 eV. Projectile energies between 50 and 800 keV, emission angles from 45 to 135
degrees and projectile charge states from 2+ to 5+ are used.
The data are interpreted in terms of molecular av.toioni?.ation
due to the vacancies present in the 4pv MO of the Krs quasimolecule. Our results confirm the assignment of Afrosimov et al,
for the spectrum obtained at much lower projectile energies.
From the spectra the experimental MO is determined and is
compared with theoretical calculations. A simple model calculation is in good agreement with the data if decay rates a3
high as 10

s~

are used.

1. INTRODUCTION
The energy spectra of electrons produced in heavy ion-atom
collisions are known to consist of two parts, a discrete part
which consists of a line spectrum and a continuum part
(see for instance Rudd and Macek 1974). In general the origin
of the discrete part is now well known. The lines originate
from autoionizing states formed in the collision partners
which decay long after the collision has taken place. These
autoionizing states can be formed during the collision as a
result of interactions which take,place in the short lived

On leave from A.F. Ioffe Physical Technical Institute,
Leningrad K-21, USSR.
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quasi-molecule. The "production of these discrete lines has
been studied in great detail and as a result large amounts of
experimental data exist. However, for the continuous part of
the spectrum the' origin is not yet clear. Only in the case of
collisions of fast light particles, such as protons, it is known
that Coulomb ionization is the dominant mechanism (Rudd et al.
1976), However in the case of heavy ion-atom collisions the
situation is much more complicated and the mechanisms are not
known yet.
There have been several attempts to explain the continua
in these collisions. One has been to consider Coulomb ionization and to scale results obtained for proton bombardment to
heavy ion-atom collisions (Rudd et al. 1966). However, it is
doubtful whether such a scaling is valid. A second approach
assumed a statistical distribution of energy stored in the
highly excited states after the collision (Russek and
Meli 1970) . Comparison of this model with experiment did not
show good agreement for Ne - Ne and Ar

- A r (Cacak et al.

1970).
One of the processes that can contribute to the electron
continuum is an Auger transition during the collision. This
is a process very similar to that of MO-X-ray emission. This
process has been studied by Afrosimov et al. (1977) for the
collision systems K r + - Kr and A r + - K r . They used projectile
energies between 5 and 50 keV and observed a broad band in the
electron spectrum which was attributed to a decay of
autoionizing states of the quasi-molecules Ar - Kr and Kr 2 at
small internuclear distances. For Kr - Kr the autoionizing
level was identified as a vacancy in the 4pw molecular orbital.
Using experimental electron spectra Afrosimov et al. obtained
energies of the MO and decay probabilities as function of the
internuclear distance. The decay probabilities were found to
be of the order of 10

sec" 1 , which is about two orders of

magnitude larger than the decay probabilities of the isolated
atoms.
The aim of the present work was to extend the measurements
for the Kr -.Kr system to higher projectile energies and also
to measure the angular distributions and the dependence on
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the projectile charge state, The high projectile energies
enabled us to extend the measurements close to the united
atom limit which is essential for an unambigious interpretation.

2. EXPERIMENT AND APPARATUS
In the experiment beams of multiply charged krypton ions
were extracted from a high powered Penning ion source. After
mass selection the ions could be accelerated using a maximum
voltage of 300 kV. For a more extensive description of the
accelerator see Bannenberg et al. (1978). The ion beams obtained this way were directed into a collision chamber with
a diameter of 80 cm (see fig. 1 ) . The ion beam was collimated
by two diaphragms placed 25 cm apart. The first diaphragm was
circular with a diameter of 2.5 mm. The second was rectangular with a height of 1 mm and a width of 1.5 mm. The thickness of the slits was 0.1 mm in order to reduce the production
of secondary electrons at the edges of the slits. Secondary
electrons produced in the beam line could be suppressed by a
repeller (circular aperture of 4 mm) on which a voltage of
-250 V was applied. This repeller was shielded by a second
diaphragm with a diameter of 5 mm. The whole beam defining
system could be aligned optically with a precision of approximately 0.1 mm. The ion currents were measured with a shielded Faraday cup. Secondary electrons produced in the cup were
suppressed by a repeller on which a negative voltage of 250 V
was applied.
The gas target used in the experiment was produced by a
capillary with a length of 10 mm and a diameter of 1 mm
placed 3 mm above the interaction centre. At the inlet side
pressures of about 0.5 to 1 Torr (66 to 133 Pa) were used
leading to densities in the collision centre of about
3 . 1013 at/cm3 . The inlet pressure was regulated with a needle
valve and was measured with a capacitance manometer. The
pressure in the collision chamber could be measured with an
ionization gauge. The gasflow was directed into a 1700 1/s
oil diffusion pump. During the measurements pressures outside
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Fig. 1 - Collision chamber and electron spectrometer used in
the experiment.

r

T

the interaction centre were kept below 2 . 10~

Torr

3

(2.6 * 10~ P a ) . This low pressure ensured that changes in the
ion current due to charge exchange were kept below 10%. When
no gas was admitted a base pressure of 2 . 10~
(2,6x io

Torr

Pa) was obtained. The position of the capillary

could be adjusted from the outside by an XYZ manipulator, with
an accuracy better than 0.1 mm. The absolute gas density in
the interaction centre was not known, therefore only relative
measurements could be obtained.
The electrons produced were energy analyzed by an electrostatic thirty-degree parallel plate condensor similar to that
of Green and Proca (1970). The distance between the central
slits in the bottom plate is 140 mm. The dimension of the
source and image slits are 1.5 x 1.5 mm and 1.5 * 5.5

mm. The

distance between the top and bottom plate is 50 mm. The top
plate consists of a 90% transmission grid,which reduced background signals from ions, photons or electrons hitting this
plate. Four auxilliary electrodes are placed between these
plates to ensure homogeneous electric fields. After deflection
the electrons were detected by a continuous electron multiplier (Bendix 4700) with a gain of approximately 10

at

2800 V. The whole analyser and detection system was enclosed
in a box in order to prevent secondary particles other than the
regular signal from reaching the multiplier. A discriminator
grid was placed in front of the multiplier and was biased
with a voltage of 40 per cent of the deflection voltage. This
prevents slow spurious electrons from reaching the multiplier.
Holes necessary for pumping were shielded by a negative biased
grid. The material used in the spectrometer and the capillary
was Nichrome V stainless steel, which has an extremely low
remnant magnetism. All metal parts in and near the spectrometer were coated with an amorphous graphite layer and where
possible thin soot layers were used (see Martin et al. 1977).
These carbon layers were used because they have a high absorption for photons and slow secondary particles as ions, electrons and metastables. Also contact potentials are suppressed;
this

is important when slow electrons are measured. The mag-

netic fields inside the collision chamber were reduced by two
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mu-metal shields to values less than 5 mOe. The spectrometer
was mounted on the top flange and could be rotated around the
central axis. In the present sat-up angles from 45 to 135
degrees with respect to the beam direction could be obtained.
The ay. ,ctrometer could be aligned mechanically with a precision of 0.1 mm. The alignment of the complete system was
checked with an optical telescope. A good alignment is necessary since one has to consider the overlap of the ion beam,
the gas beam and the region viewed by the electron spectrometer and both the ion beam and the gas beam are inhomogeneous. This can lead to irreproducibilities due to a different
focusing of the ion beam. As a consequence the size of the ion
beam was limited such that a reproduction better than 10% was
obtained. Also problems with angular dependent measurements
can be expected since the gas target is inhomogeneous. For a
homogeneous gas target the interaction length increases when
emission angles other than 90 degrees are used. This gives
a correction factor equal to sin e. For a point source obviously such a correction is not needed. The gas beam used in
this experiment has properties that are intermediate between those of a homogeneous target and a point source.
So it is not clear if the sin 6 correction factor should
be used. In order to solve this problem we used the known
isotropic behaviour of the Ar L-MM and Ne K-LL Auger peaks.
When Kr gas was used, we used the Kr L-MM Auger peak for
which we assumed that it was isotropic. We found that the
Auger data were symmetric around 90 degrees and that an angular correction for the interaction length viewed by the electron spectrometer lays between sin 6 and 1. The calibration
of the energy scale was performed using the centroid energies
of kuger peaks of Ar L-MM (+ 200 eV), Ne K-LL (+ 750 eV) and
the autoionizing states of He (+ 35 eV). The ratio between
the electron energy and the deflection voltage was found to be
1.60 in good agreement with the calculated value of 1.62.
The electron spectrum was recorded using a multi channel
analyser (MCA) in multi scaling mode. An advance pulse which
stepped the voltage on the plates as well as the MCA was generated by a current integrator when a preset ion dose was accumulated. The pulses from the multiplier were amplified 100
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times and all pulses larger than 50 mV were converted into
standard positive pulses

and were accumulated in the MCA.

Spectra accumulated this way could be transmitted via a CAMAC
interface to a PDP 11/70 computer and stored on a magnetic
disc.
Doubly differential cross sections are obtained using the
following relation
S . n . (sin 9. C)
e' o ; ~ Q . p . (do . O e f f T e

(cm /eV , sr)

where S is the number of counted electrons, n is the projectile charge state, (sin 6 . c) is the angular correction factor of the interaction length viewed by the electron spectrometer, Q is the accumulated charge, p is the gas density (at/cm )

t

(dfl , i)

ff

is the effective product of solid

angle and interaction length at 6 = 90° (sr . cm) , T is the
transmission ( £ 1 ) and e the detection efficiency and AE is
the effective energy width of the analyser which is equal to
E_ . R where R is the resolution (FWHM). In our system
e
_o
R = 2.5 x10
which is determined from sharp peaks produced in
Ne
-Ar collisions (Woerlee et al. 1979). In our case both
p and the product (dfl . i.)
(dn . s.)eff . T . e
ially pumped

ff

. T.e are unknown. The product

has been determined before, using a different-

gas cell for 100, 200 keV H + - He (8=90°) by

comparing our relative data with the absolute measurements of
Rudd et al. (1976). It was found that the product (dn . Jl) e f f . T . e
remained constant within 10% for electrons with energies between 10 and 250 eV. It will be assumed that this product remains constant for higher electron energies as well. However,
the density in the gas beam is still unknown. In the Kr - Kr
case we normalized our data at one energy point in the spectrum to the absolute data of Afrosimov et al. at 50 keV projectile energy. We estimate that accidental errors due to focusing
effects or charge exchange will be in the order of 10%. The
systematic errors are 25% for electrons with energies below
300 eV, for electrons with higher energies the errors may be
as large as 50%.
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Fig. 2 - Doubly differential cross sections for production of
electrons in c o l l i s i o n s of Kr 2 + -Kr (8 = 123°).
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0 : 200 keV, • 400 keV, • : 600 keV.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have measured doubly differential cross sections for
electron emission o(Ee,e) for the K r n + - Kr system as function
of the electron energy E Q and emission angle 9. The projectile
energy E was varied between 50 and 800 keV and charge states
from 2+ to 5+ were used. Emission angles e were varied between
45 and 135 degrees with respect to the beam direction and electrons with energy E e in the range between 80 and 1300 eV were
measured. In fig. 2 the spectra produced in 50, 100 and 200
keV Kr - Kr collisions at e = 123° are shown. In this electron
energy range the main part of the. spectrum is a continuous
distribution. At high projectile energies (EQ > 300 keV) a
broad peak (centroid energy + 1100 eV) was seen (see fig. 3 ) .
The broad peak is identified as a superposition of Kr L-MM
Auger lines which result from Kr-L vacancy formation (see
Fortner et al. 1978). The large width of the peak must be
attributed to Doppler broadening and multiple M and N shell
ionization.
The measured cross sections a(E ,e) must be corrected for
kinematical effects since the electrons are assumed to be
emitted from a moving frame, i.e. from the quasi-molecule.
Kinematical effects not only change E e and 9 but also influence
AE and dfi used in the calculation of a(E e ,e). An exact solution of this effect will be given. After this correction we
can study the angular distributions and the dependence on the
projectile energy.

3.1. Doppler effects
The influence of the Doppler effect on the ejected electron
spectra was considered by Gordeev and Ogurtsov (1971), Dahl et
al. (1976) and Gerber et al. (1976). Using the laws of conservation of energy and momentum one can obtain formulas connecting electron energies, emission angles and differential cross
sections 5.n the laboratory and centre of mass (CM) system.
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Sin 8

= arctan

cos 8 - /e/E.

'CM

"

E

sin
Sin2

8
9

(2)

CM

e 2
e
2 V C M - m E CM

P

where m g is the electron mass, m

is the mass of the projec-

tile and v_j. is the CM velocity of the nuclei. If the singly
differential cross sections ° ( e C M )

are

measured, which are ob-

tained by integrating a(E Q , 8_M) over E
we find:
e
CM
e
CM
CM

a(8 C M )=o(8)

sin 2 8
sin2e
CM

/ 1-

sin 2 8

E

(3)

'CM

If the cross section for an Auger-peak is measured and isotropic emission is assumed one obtains:

Of course if an electron is emitted from the moving projectile
instead of the quasi-molecule, then e in (2) and (3) has to be
replaced by:

5T
P
The formulas (2) and (3) contain only one assumption, i.e.
straight line trajectories for the projectile are used.
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3,2, MO Auger transitions in the K ^
Figs. 2, 3 and 6

quasi-molecule

show the electron energy spectra for

K r 2 + - Kr and K r 3 + - Kr collisions measured for projectile
energies between 50 and 600 keV. The spectrum at 50 kev" is
compared with the data measured by Afrosimov et al. (1977).
The agreement between the two spectra is very good. The dominant part of the spectra, especially at low collision energies,
is a broad band in the electron energy region from about 100
to 300 eV. This band was observed by Afrosimov et al. for
lower collision energies and was attributed to an Auger decay.
That is, it was assumed that in the initial stage of the collision, a vacancy was formed in the 4pir molecular orbital.
Then at small internuclear distances an electron in some higher
occupied orbital falls into this vacancy, giving its energy
to another electron, which is ejected. Because the energy of
the 4pir orbital depends on the internuclear separation, the
ejected electron energy spectrum is continuous.
At high electron energies (E >300 eV) the measured cross
sections decrease exponentially with the increase of E . This
exponential tail was also visible in the experiments of
Afrosimov et al. performed at low projectile energies. In our
case the intensity of this part of the spectra rapidly increased with the increase of E

and for E

greater than 800

keV the cross section of this tail became comparable with the
cross section for the assumed MO band even at the electron
energies E e « 2 0 0 eV.
The origin of the exponential tail in the high energy part
of the spectra is discussed in our next paper B.

Here our

aim is to separate this part from the MO band and to investigate the behaviour of the MO band in more detail.

3.3. Angular dependence
Angular dependences of electron emission were measured for
angles from 45 to 135 degrees with respect to the ion beam.
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Fig. 4 - Angular distribution of electrons emitted in 400 keV
Kr2+-Kr.
a) Laboratory system. Plotted are the ratios o(E e ,F;/
o(E 6 ,45°).
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• : 500 eV, • : 000 eV.
b) Data transformed into the CM frame.
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Fig. 4 shows typical angular dependences of the differential
cross sections and those transferred to the centre of mass
frame.

The latter are symmetrical around 9 = 9 0 degrees,

which one should expect when molecular autoionization occurs
in a symmetric system like Kr 2 . This symmetry is ueaLiuyecl
when the ratios

in the lab frame are considered. The measured

angular distributions show some anisotropy,. which is small
for low electron energies, i.e. for the part of the spectra
corresponding to the MO Auger transition. With increasing
electron energy, i,e, for the exponential tail of the electron
spectrum the anisotropy increases. This result gives further
evidence for our basic assumption that the spectra consist of
two physically different parts.

3.4. Charge state dependence
The electronspectra were measured also as function of the
projectile charge state. Krypton projectiles with charge states
from 2+ to 5+ were used. If ionization occurs involving the
4pit MO it is expected that the cross sections are proportional
to the average number of vacancies that are present in this
MO. The 4pir MO is correlated in the separated atom limit to
the 4p level of Krypton. If the 4p vacancies were distributed
statistically between the MO's that correlate to the 4p level,
it would be expected that the probability of having vacancies
in the 4pir MO will increase linearly with the number of 4p
vacancies, i.e. the projectile charge state. It is then expected that cross sections of the MO transition would also be
proportional to the projectile charge state. Fig. 5 shows that
this is not the case. The dependence of the cross section on
the projectile charge state is very weak and it decreases if
higher charge states are used. Perhaps this indicates that
in the initial stage of the collision the outer shells of the
K r 2 quasi-molecule are already highly excited so that the
4pTr level of Kr 2 is nearly empty.
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3.5. Experimental MO energies
If we plot an electron spectrum in linear scale (see figs.
6, 10 a ' > we see that the assumed MO band consists of a linear
part which merges into an exponential tail at high
electron energies. From the linear part of the spectrum Afrosimov et al. were able to extract the MO energies of the
4pir MO as function of the internuclear distance R. A short
description of the method used is given below. For molecular
autoionization in which the 4pir MO is involved it is expected
that electrons with the highest possible energy will be emitted at the smallest distance that can be reached in the collision. This is a consequence from the increase in binding energy of the 4pir MO as the internuclear distance decreases. The
smallest distance possible for a given projectile velocity is
the distance of closest approach in a head on collision.
Howevert geometrically the cross section for emission of these
electrons vanishes. Thus an extrapolation of the linear MO band
to zero cross section (see fig. 6) will yield the highest electron
energy possible. The distance of closest approach R Q in a head
on collision linked to this electron energy can be calculated
easily with .a Thomas-Fermi atom-atom potential. If this procedure is used for different projectile energies different values
for R Q will be reached and we will obtain the function

E

(R ) .

For molecular autoionization E (R) is roughly equal to
E4

(R) - E 1 (R) - E 2 ( R ) . Here E 4 ^(R) - E x (R) is the energy gained

when a vacancy in the 4pir is filled by an electron from the
outer MO 1 and E 2 (R) is the energy needed to ionize an electron
in orbital 2. For small R the binding energy of the 4pir MO is
much larger than that of the outer MO's so that in the first
approximation E±(R) and E 2 (R) may be neglected. Then it follows
that E e (R) can be considered as a molecular orbital. The curve
E e (R) is thus an upper limit of the MO. The procedure used to
obtain the curve E e (R) gives reliable results at low collision
energies. At higher energies the strong increase of the exponential tail makes the extrapolation more ambiguous. For that
reason we did not use spectra measured at E Q higher than 800
keV for obtaining the curve E^(R). Hence the smallest inter-
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Fig, 7 - Experimental binding energies for the 4p» molecular
orbital SB function of the intemuclear distance R.
O : Afrosimov, • : Kr 2 + , 0 : Kr 3+ , A : Kr 4 + ,
+ : Kr S + .
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Pig. 8 - Experimental HO compared with theoretical calculations of the 4p orbital.
O : exp., • : Bichler et al., • : Nikulin et al.
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nuclear distance that could be reached in a head on collision
was 0.02 R which is already fairly close to the united atom
limit ( H f 7 2 ) ,
The linear extrapolation of the MO-band has proved to be
a reasonable accurate method for obtaining the curve E g ( R ) , A
determination of E e (R) using more refined techniques (see
Afrosimov et al. 1977) essentially gives similar results. Hence
we will use the linear extrapolation to obtain the curve E g ( R ) ,
which is given in fig. 7. The previous results from Afrosimov
et al. are also shown in this figure. These results agree well
with our measurements.

4. DISCUSSION
The experimental results described before all seem to support the assignment of Afrosimov et al. that the observed
band structure is due to a molecular autoionization of the
4pir MO, For instance the symmetry of the emission around 90
degrees in the CM frame is what should be expected when the
autoionization occurs in the quasi-molecule. A similar behaviour

has been reported for MO X-rays (Meyerhof et al.

1975). Also the behaviour of the function E (R) is interesting.
We see (fig. 7) that the experimental MO energies at small R
approach the 4p level in the united atom limit.
This indicates that the experimental MO is correlated to the
4p level in the UA limit.
The experimental MO can be compared with theoretical calculations by Eichler et al. (1976) and by Nikulin and Gushihina (1978) (fig. 8 ) . The latter calculation agrees considerably better with our results than the calculations of Eichler
et al. (1976). The disagreement between our experimental MO
and the latter calcu.i stion is much beyond the accuracy of our
measurements and of the procedure of obtaining the MO from our
experimental spectra. However, agreement with neither calculations can be considered to be very gobd.
An independent check of our interpretation of the experimental spectra in terms of MO Auger transitions can be obtained,
by calculating the differential cross section for this process.
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For the high projectile energies which we studied, we could assume
that the collision time was smaller than the vacancy ligetime. In
this case the differential cross section can be expressed (Afrosimov et al.) as:
(4)
* ff.W.R(Be) b Q (R)
Using this expression we assumed tnat tne angular distribution
is isotropic. In eq. (4) f is the initial number of vacancies
present in the orbital, W is the decay probability, bQ(R) is
the impact parameter where R is the turning point and v is the
initial relative velocity. In formula (4) we assumed W to be
independent on R, b(R) was calculated with a Thomas-Fermi
potential. R(E ) and (dR/dE ) E were determined from our experimental MO (fig. 6). In fig. 9 the calculated cross section
is compared with the experimental one. The calculation is normalized to the experiment in the point E g = l44 eV. Fig. 10
shows the same comparison in linear scale for two projectile
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energies 200 and 400 keV. It is seen in these figures that the
calculation describes the spectrum well in the region where the
MO-Auger emission was assumed to be dominant. The difference
between the calculations at higher electron energies is probably
due to two factors. First the contributions from the exponential
tail become more important at high electron energies. The difference between the calculation and experiment is larger for
higher projectile energies, in accordance with the previous
assumption. Second the calculations are very sensitive to the
value of ^-g at small internuclear distances. The curve E g (R) is
almost constant there (see fig. 7) and thus dR/dE is large.
However, the scatter in the data points is large at these small
distances and a minor change in the curve E (R) would lead to
large changes in the corresponding values of ^g. At lower electron energy this effect is less important.
However, the calculation does show that the shape of the MO
band is approximately linear. Hence it supports the linear extrapolation for obtaining the curve E (R) . The agreement between
the calculation and the experiment in the region where MOAuger transitions were assumed to dominate is an important and
independent test of the physical model.
The product f . W we had to use for normalization was
1.5
E

1 0 1 6 sec" 1 for E Q = 400 keV and 0.8

1 0 1 6 sec" 1 for

=200 keV. These values agree well with the values of f » 1

and w ( ~ 1 0

1 6 - 1
sec

) obtained previously by Afrosimov et al.

for lower collision energies. The difference in f . W for different E Q can be attributed either to the difference in the
number of vacancies f or to the contribution of dynamical
effects in the decay probability W at high velocities.

5. CONCLUSION
The- spectra of electrons ejected in K r n + - Kr collisions
have been studied as function of the projectile charge state,
the projectile energy, the emission angle and the electron
energy. Projectile energies from 50 to 1100 keV and charge
states from 2+ to 5+ have been used. It was found that the
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electron spectrum above 80 eV consisted of different parts.
Between 100 and 300 eV major contributions come from MO Auger
ionization caused by vacancies present in the 4pir MO. This
part of the spectrum is nearly isotropic in the CM frame and
only a very weak charge state dependence is seen. Good agreement with simple theoretical calculations is obtained, if decay
rates as high as 10

s~

are used. Our results confirm the pre-

vious assignment of Afrosimov et al., for the spectra obtained
at lower projectile energies.
For electrons with energies above 300 eV the spectrum decreases exponentially with increasing electron energy. This tail
has a stronger charge state dependence and is also more anisotropic and starts to dominate the spectrum at high projectile energy.
This different behaviour indicates that mechanisms of a different physical origin than the spontaneous MO Auger decay
may become important. The origin of this part of the spectrum
will be examined in our succeeding paper. A third structure
in the spectrum is seen at projectile energies higher than
300 keV. It is a peaked structure which is caused by the
production of L vacancies followed by an Auger decay after the
collision.
The spectral shape, as observed in the Kr - Kr collision system, is seen only for a limited number of collision systems.
For most collision systems the spectra can be described by a
pure exponent as function of the electron energy and other
origins of the spectra must be considered.
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THE PRODUCTION OF CONTINUOUS ELECTRON SPECTRA
IN COLLISIONS OF HEAVY IONS AND ATOMS
PART B: DIRECT COUPLING WITH THE CONTINUUM
P.H. Woerlee, Yu.S. Gordeev , H. de Waard and F,W. Saris

ABSTRACT
The continuum electron spectra produced in Nen

- Ne (n =

It 2, 3, 4) collisions have been measured as function of the
angle and energy of the ejected electrons. Electrons were measured in the energy interval between 16 and 1100 eV. Projectile
energies from 25 to 800 keV, projectile charge states from 1+
to 4+ and emission angles between 45 and 135 degrees have
been used. Spectra for Krn+-

Kr (n = 2,314i5) were measured

under the same conditions. For the Kr - Kr system only the
exponential part of the spectrum was studied.
For the Ne - Ne system the spectra have a pure exponential
shape as function of the electron energy. The cross sections
decrease

when the projectile charge is

increased., The angu-

lar distributions are strongly anisotropic in the laboratory
system but become almost isbtropic in the centre of mass frame.
It is

found that the data can be described by a simple empi-

rical relation. Ouv results indicate that radial and rotational couplings between highly promoted molecular orbitals and
the continuum may be important.

On leave from A.F. Ioffe Physical Technical Institute,
Leningrad K-21, USSR.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the preceeding paper (referred to as A) we have
discussed electron ejection ir. Kr11 - Kr collisions.
It was shown that the dominant part of the spectrum was a band
between 100 and 300 eV. This band was assumed to be a result
of a molecular autoionization process due to the presence of
vacancies in the 4pir molecular orbital (MO) of the K ^ quasimolecule. However the spectra showed an exponential tail at
the high energy side of the band. This tail was assumed to be
of an other physical origin than the spontaneous MO autoionization. It is this exponential part of the spectrum which we
would like to investigate in more detail.
Measurements of the continuum electron spectrum in other
collision systems such as Ne - Ne show in contrast to the
Kr - Kr system,that the whole electron spectrum behaves as a
pure exponent, no band structure is seen here. The exponential
shape of the spectra seems to be a more general feature in
heavy ion-atom collisions (see for instance Rudd and Macek 1974) ,
and band structures as seen in Ar - Kr and Kr - Kr collisions
are relatively rare.
Up to now only a few attempts have been made to study the
continuous electron spectra produced in heavy ion-atom collisions. However, a few models have been proposed to explain
these continuous electron spectra. Most of these models are
based on a molecular picture,

since the projectile velocities

used are typically less than 1 a.u.,and even the outer-electrons will tend to follow a molecular description rather than
an atomic one.
One of the models used is based on a statistical model of
Russek et al. (1970). In this model it is assumed that during
the formation of the quasi-molecule most of the outer electrons are excited. After the two collision partners
are separated, autoionization processes occur in the two atoms.
The excitation energy is supposed to be distributed statistically amongst these outer-shell electrons resulting in the
emission of one or more electrons with a continuum of energies.
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Thus the ionization is thought to be caused by electronelectron interactions only and contributions to the ionization
from the

nucleus-electron interaction are not considered,

although it is known that the nucleus-electron interaction
can be very strong. Cacak et al. (1970) and Bierman et al.
(1970) have used this model to calculate the electron spectra
in N e + - N e and A r + - A r collisions. Generally the calculation
shows the same dependence of the spectra on the electron energy as the experiment, however, especially for Ne - Ne the
absolute agreement is rather poor.
A second model is the molecular autoionization described
in the previous paper A. Here the ionization occurs due to vacancies which are present in inner MO's. If these vacancies
are filled during the collision, the excess energy can be
transferred to electrons in the outer MO's. The decay
can occur in a wide range of internuclear distances R, and
since the binding energy of the MO changes,, a continuum electron emission will result. Generally the spectral shape of
the continuum will be like a band.
A third possibility not mentioned before is that the ionization occurs in the quasi-molecule,due to the nucleus-electron
interaction. Here a direct coupling between the bound states in
the quasi-molecule and continuum states is assumed to be important. The coupling may be induced by the radial or angular motion
of the nuclei, i.e. simply by radial or rotational coupling.
As noted by Briggs this process is similar to Coulomb ionization which occurs when the electron is ejected in the quasimolecule by the coherent movement of the two nuclei (see
Briggs 1975). The reason why this mechanism may be important
is the strong promotion which occurs when the outer electron
clouds start to overlap. This overlap causes two things. First
some of the electrons are promoted and approach the continuum
very close, i.e. they are more easy to eject. Second the promotion occurs very rapidly. The change due to the promotion may
occur so fast that couplings with the continuum may be very
large.
A fourth possibility is based on an atomic picture. Here
atomic electron can be ejected due to the swift passage of the
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projectile charge. This process may be viewed as a sudden
perturbation of the atomic states caused by the Coulomb field
of the projectile, a process similar to the ionization caused
by fast proton bombardment. Rudd et al. (1966) suggested that
this mechanism might be responsible for the continuum electron spectra produced in A r + - Ar collisions. We will refer to
this mechanism as atomic Coulomb-ionization.
It was our aim to investigate the mechanism which underlies
the emission of the continuum electrons produced in heavy ionatom collisions. Hence we measured the energy spectra of electrons produced in Ne11 - Ne and K r n

- Kr collisions as a func-

tion of the emission angle, the projectile energy and the pro--—
ject-Lle charge statei. The dependence of the cross sections on
each of the parameters gives valuable information on the production mechanism.

2. EXPERIMENT AND APPARATUS
The experimental set-up used is identical to that described
in our previous article (A) . The calibration of the continuum
electron produced in N e + - Ne is performed by using the
known cross section for K-vacancy production in this system
(Stolterfoht et al. 1975, Fortner et al. 1978). The angular
distributions were obtained by using the isotropic emission
of the Ne K-LL Auger peak for calibration.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The continuum electron spectra produced in Ne n+ - Ne and
,i • .

Kr

n

- Kr have been measured as function of the projectile

energy, emission angle and the projectile charge state. For
the Ne

- Ne system the projectile energy was varied between

25 and 800 keV (v = 0.2 to 1.3 a.u.) and projectile charge states
from 1+ to 3+ were used. Electrons in the range between 16 and
1100 eV were measured. In fig.l the electron spectra for 100 keV
Ne

-Ne (n=l,2,3) at 9=90° are shown. For Ne + -Ne very good agree-

ment with the data of Cacak (1970) is obtained. A remarkable
feature seen in the figure, is that the cross sections decrease
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with increasing projectile charge state. In fig. 2 cross
sections for Ne - Ne (e = 90°) have been plotted as function
of the projectile energy, i.e. from 50 to 400 keV. In fig. 1
as well as in fig. 2 it is seen that the energy spectra for
the Ne n -Ne system have a pure exponential shape over many
orders of magnitudef the shape not being affected much by
100 k«W Ne"v*le
• Cacak

tor"

50

K»

ISO

200

250

300

E»(eV)

Fig. 1 - Doubly differential cross sections for production of
electrons in collisions of 100 keV Nen+-Ne (6 = 90°).
O : n=l, + i Cacak et a l . , • : n=2, • : n=3.
10-'
50 keV
lOOkeV
200keV
AOOkW

10"

3
Iff 22

SO

no

150

200

250

300

350

E,(eV)

Fig 2 - Doubly differential cross sections for production of
electrons in collisions of Ne2+-Ne (8 = 90°).
O : 50 keV, • : 100 keV, D : 200 keV, • : 400 keV.
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400

fcthe projectile charge stated In fig. 3 the spectrum of 800
keV N e 3 + - N e is plotted for emission angles of 45 and 135 degrees. It is seen in this figure that the cross sections
strongly increase in the forward direction.

800 keV Ne9-Ne
• : 0=135
• : 6s 45

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Fig. 3 - Doubly differential cross sections for production of
electrons in collisions of 800 keV N e 3 + - N e .
• : 0 = 45°, O : "•. ;. 135°.
The peak at 740 eV is due to K-LL Auger transitions
in the target, the peaks at S60 and 920 eV are due
to the same transitions in the projectile.

For the K r n + - Kr collision system projectile energies between 50 and 800 keV (v=0.15 to 0.62 a.u.) and charge states between 2+ and 5+ have been used. Electrons with energies in the
range between 80 and 1400 eV have been studied. In fig. 4 the
electron spectra produced in 50-200 keV Kr

-Kr collisions ( =123 C )

are shown. In this study our attention is to the part of the
spectrum betwen 300 and 80C eV which shows the exponential
decrease on the electron energy. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the electron spectra produced in Ne - Ne and Kr

- Kr

collisions at roughly equal relative velocity. This figure
shows that the high energy part of the spectrum in the
Kr

-Kr case and the spectrum in the Ne - N e case are both

exponential although there is a difference in the magnitude
of the cross section and in the electron energy scale. The
exponential part of the spectra will be discussed in detail
below.
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Fig. 4 - Doubly differential cross section for production of
electrons in Kr2+ - Kr (8 - 123°).
O j so kev, + < Afroslnov et a l . , & : 100 keV, • i
200 keV.
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Fig. 5 - Comparison of electron spectra produced in roughly
equal velocity Ne + -Ne and Kr 2 + -Kr collisions (0 =
90°).
O : 25 keV Ne*-Ne, • i 100 keV Kr 2 + -Kr.
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3.1. Angular distribution of the electrons
Depending on the mechanism the electrons are ejected from
a fixed frame or a moving frame. When the electron is emitted
from a moving frame the angles, energies and cross sections
measured in the laboratory system have to be corrected for
Doppler effects. The details of this correction have been described in our previous paper (A), Fig. 6 shows the angular
distributions for 100 keV N e + - N e collisions. In part a) of
this figure the ratio o(Ee,9)/a(Ee,45°) has been plotted for
the data, as obtained in the laboratory system. It shows
that in the lab frame the electron distribution is peaked very
strongly in the forward direction. If however, the electrons
are assumed to be emitted from the quasi-molecule a Doppler
correction for a frame moving with the centre of mass (CM)
velocity would be needed. After correction for the CM velocity
the angulir distributions have become symmetrical around 90
degrees and the anisotropy is reduced from a factor of five
to a factor of two (fig. 6 b ) . Thus it seems that the CM correction is very useful and the symmetry around 90 degrees indicates that thft emission from the symmetric N e 2 quasi-molecule
might be quite,important.
For the Kr

- Kr system similar results have been obtained

(see paper A ) . The exponential part of the spectrum, is also
symmetrical around 90 degrees in the CM frame and shows
a similar anisotropy as that found for Ne

+

- Ne collisions.

This indicates that the exponential part of the spectrum in
the Kr11 - Kr system might be of the same origin as the N e + - Ne
spectrum.
3.2 . Charge state dependence
The ratios a n + (E ,9)/a 1+ (E .6) are plotted in fig. 7 for
200 keV Ne

- Ne (6 = 135°) and for various electron energies.

It is seen in this figure that the cross sections can decrease with a factor of four while increasing the projectile
charge state from 1+ to 4+. This decrease in the cross section
is seen for emission angles of 90 and 45 degrees as well, indicating that probably most of the observed electron emission
is due to one mechanism only. For K r n + - K r

(E g > 300 eV) a simi-

lar charge state dependence has been seen (see fig. 5 in A ) .
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Fig. 6 - Doubly differential cross sections for 100 keV Ne + Ne
plotted as function pf the emission angle for various
electron energies,
a) in the laboratory system, b) in the centre of mass
system.
O : i! eV, • s 48 eV, A : 64 eV, * : 88 eV, • : 120
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FIT. 7 - Cliarqe state dependence of the doubly differential
cross section Tor 200 keV N e n + - N e (0 = 135°). The
ratiu

is plotted tor various electron energies.
O : 56 oV, f : 104 eV, P : 200 eV, • : 304 eV.
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Thus in both systems the exponential part of the spectrum decreases in intensity when the projectile charge state is increased.
4. DISCUSSION
First we will consider the charge state dependence of the
cross sections in the exponential part of the spectra. As
shown in the previous section the measured cross sections decrease when the projectile charge stats is increased. This
allows us to reject some of the mechanisms mentioned in the
introduction.
When pure "atomic" Coulomb-ionizction is important, it is
known that the cross section is proportional to the square of
the charge of the projectile. Thus for this mechanism a strong
increase is expected when the projectile charge state is in-:
creased. Instead of an increase we see a decrease. Evidently
the experimental results are quite different from what is
expected when atomic Coulomb-ionization is important. This
mechanism will probably become more important at much higher
projectile velocities but is apparently not important for collision energies in the order of 100 kev (v»0.5 a.u.).
The second mechanism which we shall consider is the molecular
autoionization mentioned before. In the. Ne_ quasi-molecule the
2pit orbital is the state which could be important. It is correlated to the 2p level of Ca in the united atom limit and to
the 2p level of Ne in the separated atom limit. The binding
energy of the 2p level in Ca is approximately 350 eV;thus in
principle electrons with energies up to 300 eV could be
observed. However, the cross section for the molecular
ionization is expected to be proportional to the number of
vacancies present in the 2pn MO. Measurements of the K-vacancy
production in N e n + - N e (Fortner et al. 1977) have shown that
the occupation of the 2pir MO is linearly proportional to the
projectile charge state for projectile charge states up to 4+.
It should be realized, however, that for an autoionizing process the total decay rate is also influenced by the occupation
of the outer levels that are involved in the transition. We
estimate that the decrease in the rate due to an increase in
the projectile charge state does not compensate for the de-
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crease in the occupation of the 2pn MO,as long as the charge
states are not higher than 4+. Thus the experimental observed
charge state dependence cannot be explained by the MO autoionization for the system Ne-Ne, Also the spectral shape for
the Ne-He collision system is quite different from that expected for molecular autoionization. A type of calculation similar
to the one in (A) using a reasonable estimate of the lifetime
and molecular orbital energies as computed by Eichler et al.
(1975) yielded values much less than the observed experimental
cross sectionsi indicating that other mechanisms dominate.
The angular distribution in both collision systems also
shows some systematic features. For instance when atomic autoionization is dominant, as is suggested by Russek and Meli,
electrons are emitted by the target as well as by the projectile. It seems reasonable to assume that the projectile and
target contribute equally to the electron spectrum. Since
atomic autoionization leads to a fairly isotropic emission it
becomes possible to separate the contributions from the target
and projectile. The contribution from the target can readily
be evaluated from the spectrum at 90 degrees. The Doppler effects are negligible at this angle and the contribution from
the target is equal to half of the cross section. Using the
assumed isotropic emission of the electrons, it is possible to
extract the contribution of the projectile, from the spectrum
at other angles than 90 degrees. This can be done simply by
subtracting half of the cross section a(E .90°) at each angle.
The final result is that the energy spectrum of the electrons
emitted by the projectile is obtained. This spectrum needs to
be transferred to the projectile frame. This correction does
not lead to an isotropic angular distribution, instead again a
very anisotropic distribution is obtained. It is very improbable that atomic autoionization can lead to such an anisotropic
angular distribution. Furthermore, this resulting anisotropic
distribution is inconsistent with the original hypothesis, that
electrons emitted from the projectile and from the target
should have similar angular distributions in the rest frame
of each. Hence, it is not probable that atomic autoionization
is the origin of the electron continuum.
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In the laboratory system the measured cross sections are
strongly peaked in the forward direction. It was shown that
the strong anisotropy was removed, when it was assumed that
the electrons were emitted from the quasi-molecule. In fact
the cross sections became symmetrical around 90 degrees. We
assume that this is not accidental and this behaviour suggests
that ionizing processes that occur in the quasi-molecule may
be important. Thus the observed charge state dependence and
the angular distributions indicate that ionization might occur
in the quasi-molecule, not by molecular autoionization but as
a result of interactions between the.nuclear motion and the
electrons. Thus radial and rotational couplings between discrete
states in the quasi-molecule and states in the continuum may be
important.
In order to check if radial or rotational coupling is important we plotted the cross sections for the emission of
electrons with different energies E

against 1/v on a semi-

logarithmic plot (inverse projectile velocity). In figures
8 and 9 the data for Ne + - Ne and K r 2 + - Kr are plotted.

in

i
10*1

0.5

i.o

1.5

10

25

3.0

Fig. 8 - Doubly differential cross sections for 25-275 keV
Ne - Ne (e = 90°) plotted as function of the inverse
projectile velocity. The data are plotted for various
electron energies.
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Fig. 9 - Doubly differential cross sections for 50 to 400 keV
K r 2 + - K r (0=123°) plotted as function of the inverse
projectile velocity. The data are plotted for various
electron energies.

These plots reveal a rather systematic behaviour. The logarithm of the measured cross sections are linearly dependent
on l/v. This dependence leads to a simple empirical formula
of the cross sections. The measured cross sections can be
approximated by a simple expression:
-C(Ee)/v

°o

e

where <J^ is almost constant and C(E.) is a function of E_. The func*
tion C(E ) can be found if the dependence of the slopes of the
lines in figs. 8 and 9 is plotted as function of E g . These dependences for Ne11 - Ne (n= 1,2,3) and Kr

- Kr are shown in

figs. 10 and 11. One can see that the functions C(E e ) are just
linear functions of E

and can therefore be replaced by

(E e ~6)a. Then the empirical expression for the cross section
is:
(B e -«)a
a(E ,
9

ff

o

(1)

e
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Fig. 1 0 - The slopes of the lines in fig. 8 are plotted as
function of the electron energy. Similar results obtained for Ne Z + - No and N e 3 + - Ne (0 = 9«°) are also
plotted.
O : Ne+-Ne, • : N e 2 + - N e , Q : Ne3+-Ne.
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Fig. 11 - The slopes of the lines in fig. 9 are plotted as
function of the electron energy. (Kr 2 + -Kr, 6 = 90°)
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This expression is qlose to what one would expect for the case
of radial or rotational coupling between a highly promoted MO
and the continuum. In this case aQ is related to the geometrical cross section

TTRX,

with R x equal to the internuclear dis-

tance where the coupling takes place. The exponential term is
associated with the transition probability. The constant a is
related to the width of the coupling region. The parameter 6
is related to the binding energy of the discrete state. In
our case 6 is positive which means that the initial state is
already an autoionizing state. In the N e 2 system it }.s well
known that autoionizing states can be formed during the collision (Brenot et al. 1975), These states are formed due to
crossings of highly promoted MO's such as the 4fo and empty
demoted orbitals. Thus the experimental data seem to indicate
that a localized radial coupling between an autoionizing state
and the continuum is important. We assume that highly promoted
states such as the 4fo are most important. First the promotion
results in electrons with very low binding energies and second
the promotion occurs very rapidly so that large couplings with
the continuum may result. What remains is to explain the observed
charge state dependence with this model. What happens when the
projectile charge state increases? First the size of the projectile ion decreases, the result is that the electron clouds
start to overlap at somewhat smaller internuclear distances.
Then R x decreases and therefore a

the geometrical cross sec-

tion decreases too. A second effect is that the binding energy
of the electrons increases. This increase is clearly seen in
the behaviour of 6 (see fig. 10). A third effect is the population of the 4fo MO. As the charge state is increased more
outer-shell vacancies will be present and thus the probability
that electrons wi^.1 follow the 4fa MO decreases.
Tn the Kr

- Kr system a semi-logarithmic plot of c(E ,e)

versus 1/v (see fig. 9) gives similar results as for N e + - N e .
Only for E e smaller than 250 eV we see a clear deviation from
linearity. However, this is just the region where the spontaneous MO autoionization was assumed to be dominant. The similarity in the behaviour of the tail in the Kr - Kr spectra and
the Ne - Ne spectra indicates that the same physical process
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may be involved. Thus the tail in the Kr - Kr system may be
caused by an induced emission.

5. CONCLUSION
The energy spectra of electrons produced in Ne n+ - Ne and
K r n + - Kr collisions have been measured as function of the projectile charge state, projectile energy and emission angle.
The spectra for Ne - Ne have an exponential shape over many
orders of magnitude. The Kr - Kr spectra are different, here a
broad

band with an exponential tail has been observed. In

«

this paper only the exponential part of the spectra is investigated.
Our experimental results show several interesting aspects.
First the cross sections decrease when the projectile charge
state is increased. Second the angular emission was found to
be weakly anisotropic and symmetric around 90 degrees in the
centre of mass frame. Third it was found that the experimental
data showed an exponential dependence on the inverse of the
projectile velocity giving rise to a simple empirical relation
for the observed cross sections.
The experimental results mentioned above indicate that the
origin of the electron production may be located in the quasimolecule. Probably a direct radial or rotanional coupling between highly promoted outer MO's and the continuum" states is
responsible for the observed electron emission. The simple empirical dependence of the cross sections awaits further theoretical investigation.
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SUMMARY
This thesis describes the electron and X-ray emission,
which is observed after slow collisions of multiply charged
ions and atoms. The aim of the investigation is to study
the mechanisms, which are responsible for the emission. The
results of this investigation are relevant to experiments
with thermonuclear

reactors and to the development of

short wavelength layers.
The mechanisms can be understood in terms of a molecular
model. In this model the collision is described by the formation of a quasi-molecule, of which the internuclear distance varies during the collision. In this short-lived molecule, couplings can be induced between different molecular
states by the nuplear motion. The coupling is effective only
when vacancies are present in one of the states that couple.
Normally vacancies are introduced in molecular orbitals, because these states are correlated to empty or partially filled levels of the separated atoms. Hence the projectile
charge state can be a very important parameter in these collisions. A variation pf the projectile charge can give important information about the ionization and excitation mechanisms .
In the introduction a short survey is given of the historical development of the field, followed by a short contribution about the molecular electronic structure and the
processes which lead to the coupling between the molecular
states. In chapter 1 the K-vacancy production is studied in
light systems such as N11* -»• CH. f N 2 and N e n + - N _ , Ne. The
K-vacancy production in these systems is mainly due to the
2pw-2pa rotational coupling. The observed charge state dependence agrees well with a simple statistical model, as
given by Macek and Briggs. No evidence has been found for
exothermic charge-exchange processes, which can occur at
large internuclear distances, nor for a change in the correlation rules as a result of the unnatural order of the 2plevels, which arises due to the high projectile charge
state. The experimental data are compared with theoretical
calculations of Taulbjerg et al. The deviations between
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theory and experiment are largest for the lightest systems
and are explained by assuiring that the calculation is inaccurate. The absence of effects due to exothermic charge
exchange in the K-vacancy production is surprizing because
it is known that these processes can occur with high probability.
In chapter 2 the exothermic charge exchange reactions are
studied in more detail. Special attention has been given to
capture of electrons in autoionizing

states of the projec-

tile, leading to the emission of electrons with characteristic energies. The experimental results show that cross sections for the capture of two electrons in excited states
—15
2
cm ) , and thus

of the projectile can be very large (~ 10
show that these processes are important.

The influence of charge exchange processes on K-vacancy
production is studied more carefully in chapter 3. The accent is now on the systems C n + , N n + and O n + - Ne (n=l,2,3)
where the 2pir MO is correlated to the filled 2p shell of
neon. Hence charge exchange is one of the few possibilities
to create 2pir vacancies. The observed charge state dependence of these systems is much stronger than that observed
in chapter 1. This dependence is strongest for the lowest
projectile energies. The charge state dependence at low
projectile velocities may be the result of 2pir vacancy
creation by exothermic charge exchange, due to crossings of
potential curves at large internuclear distances. At higher
projectile energies the relative importance of this process
decreases and a Demkov type of coupling between the 2p
levels dominates.
In chapter 4 inner-shell vacancy production is studied
in systems with nuclear charges Z-, Z, > 10. In these systems
there is no direct contribution from 2pir-2pa rotational
coupling. As a consequence cross sections for inner-shell
vacancy are orders of magnitude smaller than those in chapter 1 and 3. The inner-shell vacancy production in these
systems may be a result from a direct coupling of promoted
molecular orbitals and unbound states in the continuum. This
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coupling is caused by the nuclear motion

and is strongly

dependent on the binding energy and of the rate of change
of the molecular orbitals that couple.
In chapter 5 and 6 the coupling of discrete states with
the continuum is studied in more detail. Now the ejected
electrons are studied and the continuous part of the energy
spectrum of the electrons is measured

In chapter 5 the

Kr-Kr system is studied. The experimental data seems to indicate that a large part of the continuum is due a spontaneous autoionizing decay of vacancies present in the 4pir MO
of the Kr_ quasi-molecule. A simple model calculation is in
16 —1
agreement with the data if decay rates as high as 10
s
are used. However, the high energy side of the spectrum
showed that dynamic contributions to the spectrum could be
important too. In chapter 6 this dynamic coupling to the continuum is studied for the system Ne-Ne. The continuum electron emission for this system is probably due to the same
mechanism which is responsible for the inner-shell vacancy
production in collision systems with Z., Z, > 10. The radial
or rotational coupling between discrete and continuum states
is probably responsible for the electron ejection. The experimental data show a simple empirical relation to the energy of the ejected electrons. This simple relation challenges
new theoretical work.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift wordt de electronen en Röntgen emissie beschreven die wordt waargenomen na botsing van langzame
meervoudig geladen ionen en atomen. Het doel van deze experimenten is fundamenteel onderzoek te- doen naar de mechanismen die deze emissie veroorzaken. De resultaten van dit onderzoek vinden hun toepassing bij experimenten aan thermonucleaire reactoren en bij de ontwikkeling van kortgolvige
laserstraling.
Om de mechanismen te kunnen begrijpen moet gebruik gemaakt worden van een moleculair model. In dit model wordt de
botsing beschreven door de vorming van een quasi-molecuul,
waarvan de afstand tussen de kernen verandert gedurende de
botsing. In dit kortlevende molecuul kunnen overgangen tussen moleculaire toestanden geinduceerd worden door de beweging van de kernen. Essentieel hierbij is, dat in ëën van
beide toestanden vacatures aanwezig moeten zijn. Deze vacatures kunnen worden geintroduceerd doordat sommige molecu. laire banen gecorreleerd zijn aan lege of gedeeltelijk gevulde schillen van de afzonderlijke atomen. Als gevolg hiervan is de ladingstoestand van het projectiel een belangrijke parameter in deze botsingen. Door de lading van het projectiel te veranderen kan belangrijke informatie over het
mechanisme worden verkregen.
In de inleiding wordt een overzicht gegeven van de historische ontwikkelingen, gevolgd door een korte bijdrage
over de electronische structuur van het quasi-molecuul en
de processen die de overgangen tussen de moleculaire toestanden veroorzaken.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de K-schil gatenproductie bestudeerd
in lichte systemen zoals N -> CH., N_ en N e n + ->• N», Ne. De
gatenproductie wordt hier veroorzaakt door 2pir-2po rotatie
koppeling. De waargenomen ladingsafhankelijkheid blijkt
goed overeen te komen met een eenvoudig statistisch model,
zoals gegeven door Macek en Briggs. Er worden geen aanwijzingen gevonden voor ladingsomwisselings processen die optreden op grote afstanden, noch voor een verandering van de
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correlatie regels als gevolg van de geforceerde volgorde van
de 2p-toestanden, die ontstaat door de hoge ladingstoestand
van het projectiel, De gemeten werkzame doorsneden worden
vergeleken met de theoretische berekeningen van Taulbjerg
et al. Afwijkingen tussen theorie en experiment zijn het
grootst voor de lichtste systemen en hebben wij niet anders
kunnen verklaren dan door aan te nemen dat de berekeningen
onnauwkeurig zijn. Het ontbreken van ladings omwisselings
effecten is verrassend omdat deze processen met een hoge
waarschijnlijkheid kunnen optreden.
In hoofdstuk 2 zijn deze ladingsomwisselings processen
nader onderzocht. Speciale aandacht is besteed aan invangst
van electronen in autoioniserende toestanden van het projectiel, welke resulteren in emissie van electronen met een karakteristieke energie. Het blijkt dat werkzame doorsneden
voor de invangst van twee electronen in aangeslagen toestanden van het projectiel zeer groot (~ 10

cm ) kunnen zijn

voor de hoogstgeladen ionen.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de invloed van bovengenoemde ladingsomwisselings processen op de K-schil gatenproductie nog eens
nader onderzocht. Het accent ligt nu op de systemen C n ,
Nn

en 0 n - N e (n=l,2,3) waar de 2pir MO gecorreleerd is met

de volle 2p-schil van neon. Daarom zijn ladingsomwisselings
reacties een van de weinig mogelijke processen die gaten in
de 2pir MO creëren. Voor deze systemen is een veel sterkere
ladingsafhankelijkheid gevonden dan voor de systemen bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 1. Deze afhankelijkheid is het grootst
voor lage energieën van het projectiel. De sterke ladingsafhankelijkheid bij lage projectiel energieën wordt waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt doordat ladingsomwisselings processen die optreden bij grote internucleaire afstanden hier een
relatief grote bijdrage aan de 2pir gaten productie leveren.
Bij hogere projectiel energieën neemt de relatieve betekenis
van deze processen af en wordt de menging tussen de 2pniveaus dominant.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt binnenschil ionisatie in systemen
met kernlading Z 1 # Z 2 > 10 bestudeerd. In deze systemen is
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er geen directe bijdrage van 2pir-2pa rotatiekoppeling. De
werkzame doorsneden Voor binnenschil ionisatie zijn dan ook
vele orden van grootte kleiner dan die in hoofdstuk 1 en 3.
Voor deze zware systemen lijkt de binnenschil gatenproductie veroorzaakt te worden door een directe koppeling tussen
gepromoveerde moleculaire toestanden en ongebonden toestanden in het continuum. Deze koppeling is een gevolg van de
kern-bewegingen en is sterk afhankelijk van zowel de bindingsenergie als de snelheid waarmee de moleculaire toestand
verandert bij kleinere internucleaire afstanden.
In de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 wordt de koppeling met het continuum in meer detail onderzocht door de uitgestoten electronen te bestuderen, dat wil zeggen door het continue electronen spectrum te meten. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt dit gedaan
voor het systeem Kr-Kr. Voor dit systeem blijkt een spontaan
vervals proces te overheersen. Dit proces komt overeen met
een Auger-ionisatie in het kortlevende Kr- quasi-molecuul.
Uit het energiespectrum van de electronén is informatie verkregen over het niveau dat vervalt en over de levensduur van
dit niveau. Het spectrum geeft echter ook aanwijzingen over
een door de botsing geinduceerde dynamische bijdrage aan het
electronén spectrum. In hoofdstuk S is deze dynamische koppeling met het continuum bestudeerd voor het systeem Ne-Ne.
Hetzelfde mechanisme wat aanleiding geeft tot de binnenschil
gatenproductie in hoofdstuk 4 blijkt ook hier belangrijk te
zijn. De directe koppeling tussen gepromoveerde moleculaire
toestanden en het continuum overheerst. Er wordt een eenvoudige empirische relatie tot de meetresultaten gegeven, in de
hoop dat deze nieuw theoretisch werk zal stimuleren.
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